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The International Centre for Black Sea Studies
{ICBSS) was founded in 1998 as a non-profit
organization. It has since fulfilled a dual function. On
the one hand, it is an independent research and
training institution focusing on the wider Black Sea
region. On the other hand, it is a related body of the
Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
(BSEC) and serves as its acknowledged think-tank.
Thus the ICBSS is a uniquely positioned expert on
the Black Sea area and its regional cooperation
dynamics.
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The Black Sea Economic Cooperation:
A Straightforward Assessment of the Past L5 Years and
a Vision for the Future from the Turkish Perspective

H.E.Abdullah

cUL

Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Ttrkey

The Black Sea area is an important region at the heart of three major continents.
It is on strategic transportation and trade routes and energy corridors. With its
huge dynamic economic and human potential as well as natural resources including energy, it is no surprise that the international focus on this region is growing.
During the Cold War, the Black Sea area drew little attention mainly due to the fact
that the delicate and uneasy balance in the region made it undesirable to have
tensions in this backwater, for not only littoral states but also for the superpowers
themselves. When the Cold War came to an end, it was Turkey that took the lead

to launch a regionally-owned initiative to help transform the centrally

planned
economies of the Soviet time and integrate them into the world economy, and to
make use of the potential of the region. The Black Sea Economic Cooperaiion
(BSEC) was established on the idea that stronger economic cooperation among
the Black Sea countries would enhance peace and stability in the region. Turkey
has been pursuing a constructive and balanced policy in the Black Sea, the main
pillars of which are inclusiveness, transparency and regional ownership. These
principles are important as they are the very principles that would prevent the
emergence of new dividing lines in the Black Sea region as we had in the past.
When we take a look at the past 15 years, we see an initiative developing its structures into an established and full-fledged Organization. From being engaged in
purely economic cooperation, BSEC has broadened its activities to environmental protection, water management, science and technology, institutional renewal
and good governance, seismic protection and soft security measures in the
framework of multilateral cooperation. Soft security includes combating transnational organized crime, illegaltrafficking of drugs, human beings and arms, terrorism, corruption and money laundering.
BSEC currently has all the features that can be expected from a regional cooper-
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ation platform. We believe that what we now need is to look forward and find a
common vision and determination among the Member States for concrete
achievements. Although the Organization has so far fallen short of living up to the
potential in the region, particularly due to the fact that the Members started to have
diverging priorities after the BSEC was created, lately the situation has started to
change. The interests of the BSEC Members have begun to converge, and BSEC
countries are now able to develop common strategies and approaches on diverse
issues. We can see this shift also in the activities of the Organization which suc
cessfully completed its reform process and has finalized the legal basis for two
comprehensive infrastructure projects, namely the coordinated development of
the Black Sea Ring Highway and the development of the Motorways of the Sea in
the Black Sea region.
Today's world is very different from the one when BSEC was established. The
importance of the Black Sea and Eurasia is on the rise. The Black Sea basin is
becoming a centre of gravity regarding oil, energy, transport and trade. We have
every reason to believe that this trend will continue. Capitalizing on past experi
ence and making use of the growing interest from the international community to
our region, now is the time to look forward, to determine what we can do in cer
tain areas where the Members can find a common ground.
The most challenging question we have now is how we can enable the region to
live up to its potential to the benefit of all. This question leads us to the issue of
shared interests and goals, and, of course, common strategies that we can
embark upon. The economic and social well-being of the region is the overarch
ing goal that all BSEC countries would like to reach for the joint interest of all. The
main idea here is that the economic development of the region would bolster
peace and stability, which is also another important common objective for all.
Through different means, instruments can be promoted that would ensure the
economic and social development of the region. This also requires focus and pri
oritization, taking into consideration the scarcity of resources.
Turkey undertook the Chairmanship-in-Office of BSEC as of 1 May 2007. During
her Chairmanship-in-Office, Turkey is prepared to make every effort to use in full
the capacity and potential of BSEC. While doing this, we will keep our focus on
the areas where there is space for a considerable degree of progress. For this rea
son, during our Presidency, we will base our vision on (a) increasing efficiency
and practicality, (b) pursuing a project-oriented approach, (c) reaching out to
other partners, (d) increasing public awareness and common identity, (e) facilitat
ing trade and investments, and (f) focusing on a sectoral approach.

8
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With a view to strengthening the sectoral approach, the Turkish Chairmanship has

defined five priority areas of common interest for BSEC Members as well as for
potential paftners that would be interested in contributing to the implementation
of the projects that could have direct effects on the improvement of the lives of the
people in the region. These areas are environment, transport, energy, trade and
combating organized crime. Turkey was careful in selecting, from among all the
others, those five priority areas, because we believe that these areas would serve
as a common ground for the interests of the BSEC Members as well as poteniial
partners, including the EU.

Working together with other ,international partners would strengthen our

a

Organization's capacity to carry out important projects. Ongoing projects with the
UNDP and OECD are good initiatives, and BSEC should consider expanding its
cooperation further to other international organizations with concrete projects.
BSEC's interaction with the EU offers promising results. Two more BSEC countries, Bulgaria and Romania, have acceded to the EU. We welcome the recent initiative of the EU to develop a comprehensive policy towards the Black Sea. We
consider that this is a continuous process that is bound to create a stronger dialogue between the BSEC and the EU. We also consider that BSEC, as the only
inclusive and full{ledged organization in the region, should be the natural partner
for the EU.
Developing awareness of a common identity among the peoples of the BSEC

region is important, although this has noi been given due consideration until
recently. BSEC is a unique platform of cooperation for countries with many shared
historical, cultural and social values. ln a region where the quest for stability is the
priority, the importance of building bridges between the peoples of the region by
underlining these common values should not be underestimated. Scientific and
technical cooperation among universities could be an excellent tool to this end.
The newly established Working Group on Culture has the challenging task to
examine the opportunities and potential with a view to reinforcing this common
identity.

:3

BSEC countries encompass an area of approximately 20 million square kilometers
with 330 million people, which means a huge economic potential. lts vast natural
and human resources enabled the BSEC countries to have remarkable economic
groMh and development over the past five years. Representin g 7 '6% of the over-

all world economy, the GDP of BSEC region grew by 6% annually, with a total
GDP amounting to 3.4 trillion USD in 2005. There is a steady increase in the share
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of the BSEC countries in the world economy. These figures convincingly demonstrate the huge potential for trade between the Black Sea countries which have
complementary economic structures. For example, the overall trade volume of
Turkey with BSEC countries, which was 22.1 billion USD in 2004, rose to around
38.2 billion USD in 2006, which is a substantial increase. This constant trend of
increase in the trade volume of Turkey with BSEC countries may also be seen as
a consequence of a general trend of growth in intra-BSEC trade.
We have to make every effort, all together, to finalize the ongoing projects aS soon

as possible. One major priority should be the facilitation of trade and invesiment
among the BSEC countries by working on issues such as visa facilitation, elimination of non-tariff barriers and more interaction between the business communities.
People-to-people relations and interaction will have a guiding role to shape our
intergovernmental relations.

The BSEC Charter stipulates the creation of a free trade area within the BSEC
region. We believe that a regionally-owned initiative will easily have the EU's support in this area. This initiative can be in the form of trade facilitation or more ambitious schemes, subject to a consensus among the interested parties. The EU has
been working on a trade arrangement with the Gulf Cooperation Council which
can be considered as a modelfor possible BSEC-EU trade arrangements.
One of the most essential elements for regional economic cooperation organizations is the existence of a bank to finance trade and projects. BSEC has this facility. The Black Sea Trade and Development Bank based in Salonica was created
to contribute to the goals of BSEC. Turkey is among the three biggest shareholders of this Bank. lt is good to see that small shareholder countries have started to
increase their portfolios on a project basis. We believe that the Member States
should benefit more from the Bank.
There is another modest, yet important financial tool which reinforces the projectoriented vision of BSEC, that is the Project Development Fund (PDF). We consider this Fund to be instrumental for undertaking new projects, which will help to
strengthen the image of our Organization. We have to focus on strengthening the
financial structure of the BSEC, the Bank and the PDF, in order to enable the
Organization to undertake major regional projects. BSEC should take advantage
of the increasing international interest towards our region in order to explore new
horizons.

Frozen conflicts are major impediments to our cooperation and they are being
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dealt with through specially devised processes. ln the Black Sea context there is
a deliberate separation between economic and security domains, although they
are related, inter-linked and mutually supportive. This separation is made for practical reasons, in order not to block cooperation among regional countries with
tough political problems. A higher degree of economic cooperation can eventu ally contribute to the facilitation of the resolution of political issues. Any initiative in
the region, whether economic or political, should be transparent and inclusive;
othenvise it is bound to erect new dividing lines in the Black Sea region. The cooperation initiatives should not, and cannot, duplicate or substitute for existing ones;
nevertheless, they can be supportive of them. These are the main reasons why we
do not prefer BSEC's involvement in political matters. However, we can use the
potential offered by the Ministerial Meetings, especially the BSEC Council of
Ministers of Foreign Affairs, for informal exchanges of views on political issues as
well, in order to facilitate solutions.
On the other hand, we can talk about risks rather than threats in the region so far
as security is concerned, and the Black Sea littoral states are able and capable to
cope with these risks. The initiatives such as BLACKSEAFOR and Operation Black

Sea Harmony are regionally owned responses that would effectively address
these risks.

BSEC's 15'n Anniversary Summit will constitute an important milestone for our
Organization in realizing our vision to make BSEC vital to cooperation in the Black
Sea region and to give a mandate and guidance to that effect.

BLACK SEA ECONOMIC COOPERATION
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ne BSEC and Ukraine

H-E ATSoniyYATSENYUK
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Ukraine

Ukraine was one of those eleven states that, on 25'n June 1992, signed in lstanbul
the Summit Declaration and the Bosphorus Statement giving birlh to the Black
Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC). ln June 1998, Ukraine hosted in Yalta a significant for the BSEC 4'n Summit of the Heads of State and Government, where the
Gharter of the BSEC was signed, transforming the intergovernmental initiative of
co-operation into a full-fledged regional organization. This 4'h Summit became for
our state, which is one of the largest Black Sea countries, an opportunity to realize the aspirations to confirm its constructive approach to participation in the Black
Sea regional processes.

Nowadays, owing to the great work done by its statutory organs and related bodies, the Organization has a complex impact at a regional level and embraces a
number of difierent fields of cooperation among the BSEC Member States, both
economic and security related, as well as a wide spectrum of humanitarian issues.
For Ukraine the BSEC membership is of special importance and wholly corres ponds to the provisions of its National Security Strategy, according to which the

main priorities of regional cooperation policy in the Baltic-Black Sea-Caspian
region are:
o development of harmonious, mutually beneficial, neighbourly relations with
the countries of the region;
o accomplishment of democracy and security in the region, expanding bilateral and multilateral cooperation with the countries of the region with regard
to the development of a common energy policy, in particular in the field of
transit of energy resources;
o stepping up interaction with European regional organizations and participation in the implementation of multilateral projects, establishing subregional
collective security systems in the interest of all states in the region.
While participating in the BSEC projects, the Ukrainian side is positive that, in the
context of the new concept of transport corridors adopted by the European Union,
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these projects are of essential importance for the Organization itself and for all
Member States, particularly in the process of their integration into the European
economic space.
I hope that the upcoming 15'n Anniversary BSEC Summit will bring about further
decisions on how to increase the effectiveness of the Organization, particularly its
project-oriented approach, and will contribute to the determination of common
positions on cooperation with ihe European Union, which has become a direct
factor of the BSEC processes after Romania's and Bulgaria's accession.

An efficient system of BSEC international contacts and cooperation should be
established for the elaboration of the BSEC initiatives and programmes that are in
line with the foreign policy strategy of the BSEC Member States and directed
towards the development of integration with the EU and the creation of an integral
Europe. The new concept of the BSEC is meant to encourage the realization of a
Euro-integration strategy for its Member States according to the existing international legal instruments and integration status, specifically EU membership, association, neighbourhood concept, etc.
I believe that the positive development of interaction between the BSEC and the
EU should be deepened by the efforts of both sides.

The recent exchange of views about the prospects of the BSEC-EU cooperation
during the meetings of representatives of the two Organizations demonstrated
that our cooperation has its future in wider Europe and should be built on a pragmatic basis and coincidence of interests of the BSEC and the EU in such fields as
transport, energy security, ecology, border control, crime prevention, etc.

While speaking about a pragmatic approach to the EU-BSEC cooperation, we
should also remember the mandate of the BSEC as an economic Organization.

The main aims of our collaboration within the BSEC are to stimulate trade, to
develop the financial and legal basis for regional interaction, and to conduct
macroeconomic reforms that will contribute to the realization of national programmes for stability, development and improvement of capital markets.
I am confident that trade, being an eloquent index of the effectiveness of econo mic activities, will play the main role in the Black Sea region. That is why the most
important task of the Organization should be to assist in the liberalization of trade
by eliminating the numerous tariff and non-tariff barriers, a subject which has been
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strengthen the security component of the Organization, while at the same time
preserving its economic character. Taking into account the world tendencies, the
areas of our cooperation should be also supplemented with interaction in the
spheres of combating terrorism, drugstrafficking and arms traffic with a view to
strengthening the BSEC authority and its international contacts.

The BSEC should also provide support to the efforts of the world community
directed at combating terrorism, resolving the so-called "frozen conflicts" in several countries of the region as well as combating trans-border crime. With this aim
in mind, it is necessary to coordinate the activity of the BSEC with the corresponding programmes supported by the UN, OSCE, EU and NATO.
We also believe that, by establishing effective contacts with economic and financial institutions, the Organization will contribute a lot to the elaboration and implementation of concrete projects in the economic sphere, in particular by concluding instruments of cooperation with the World Bank and specialized organizations
of the UN such as UNIDO, UNDP and FAO.
The signing of the Memoranda of Understanding on Coordinated Development of
the Black Sea Ring Highway and on the Development of the Motorways of the Sea
in the BSEC Region is suggested to have its logical continuation in practical steps
leading to the development of transport networks, in particular short-shipping and

ferry links, that will contribute to the process of integrating the region into the
European transport network and the development of Eurasian transport corridors.
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The amount of BSEC achlevements over all those years, especially the intensification of the work of subsidiary organs in the fields of transport, energy, environment
protection etc., responds to the aspirations of the Organization to consolidate and
stimulate the development of versatile regional and inter-regional cooperation
aiming to resolve the existing problems and tackle urgent tasks.
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The international environment has changed drastically since the adoption of the
lstanbul Declaration. We face new challenges and tasks nowadays, including economic integration which cannot evolve without political stability and integration.

cf trade

- -as been

The Black Sea region cannot be considered in separation from the modern world
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processes. Thus, the agenda of the BSEo should include the main European

democratic values, the promotion of democratic principles in the Black sea
region, strengthening the various formats of interaction between the Member
States of the Organization, widening cooperation with the other region al organizations and initiatives within and outside the Black Sea region.
The increase of the regional role of the BSEC and of its influence on the proces ses of development of multilateral cooperation among the states of the region
according to the defined priorities should become the main aims for the further
development of the Organization.

ln order to enhance the economic component of the BSEC activity, which is its
main task, taking into account the prospects for the development of trade relations
between the BSEC Member States and the EU, in my opinion, it would be expedient to renew the consideration of an initiative that was once discussed without
being developed to create a Free Trade Area within the BSEC as an ultimate aim.
The realization of this initiative would undoubtedly become a driving force for the

sustainable development of trade and economic relations among the BSEC
Member States. The creation of a Free Trade Area will strengthen more quickly the
region's role in international relations and will help the development of marketdriven socio-economic models and democracies in the Member States and in the
Black Sea area as a whole. The Free Trade Area can also positively influence the
development of other countries and regions by regulating access to their internal
markets.
Given that a bilateral regime of free trade exists between many Member States of
the BSEC, this large-scale, long-term project should be realized in parallelwith the

completion of accession of all Member states to the
of bilateralfree trade agreements with the EU.

wro

as well as the signing

ln the framework of its BSEC chairmanship, which starts as of l"tNovember 2007,
Ukraine is set to elaborate an action plan on the intensification of collaboration
among the coastal regions and cities of the Member States.
Within the BSEC framework, the realization of transport, economic and ecological
projects at a regional level is feasible with the involvement of local initiative, private

capital, entrepreneurship and non-governmental organizations. The effectiveness
of such kind of programmes is proved by the example of European regional activities.
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ln the framework of its Chairmanship, Ukraine also plans to initiate, in collaboration with the Black Sea Trade and Development Bank, a forum of representatives
of the banks in the BSEC Member States in order to discuss the poss(b(t(ies {or
the formation of syndicated loan pools to finance large-scale projects for the
development of trade and infrastructure, and the opening of new credit lines.

ln my opinion, the potential of the BSEO is not fully used. Therefore, we support
in principle the proposals for BSEC reform that are to be considered at the BSEC
Summit in June 2007 in order to increase its potentialto influence the processes
in the region.
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ensure an effective realization of the BSEC goals and tasks.
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Albania:A Co‐ follnder ofthe BSEC

H.E. Inlzim BASIIA
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Albania

Albania has been a Member State of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation since
its foundation in 1992. The decision to seek this membership was extremely
important for the democratic Government of that time; it was designed to speed
up market economy reforms, to engage in an exchange of positive experience
and to encourage political dialogue in order to level out disagreements or possible differences of positions. The membership of BSEC was the first experience in
regional cooperation for Albania, after half a century of self-imposed isolation. ln
the early years, many friends and partners asked a naive question, wondering
how was it possible for Albania to become a BSEC member, when we are so far
away, i.e. when we are not a littoral Black Sea country. They confused in this way
the essence of regional cooperation with the symbolic value of a sea viewed as
the central element of a region.
The Albanian Government, through its Foreign Ministry, intended to accelerate
democratic reforms, fill the legislative vacuum and make up for the deficient expe-

rience

in

market-economy reforms. The above-mentioned membership was

meant to serve exactly to that end.

with the same goal in mind and following the same path, Albania also aimed at
accession to other regional groupings, which materialized with its membership in
the Central European lnitiative (CEl), Southeast European Cooperative lnitiative
(SECI), Adriatic and lonian lnitiative (All), Stability Pact for Southeast Europe (SP)
and Southeast European Cooperation Process (SEECp).

Albania has translated its will and readiness for fruitful and rapid regional cooperation into meaningful participation in these initiatives, having even a relatively
more frequent presence at their meetings than many other countries. Fifteen years
of experience in the BSEC or about ten years in other initiatives have been really
very precious for us.
The Albanian performance at the rotating chairmanship or presidency of these ini-

tiatives has undoubtedly been a significant opportunity to make sustained efforts
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and to demonstrate seriousness, professionalism, moderation
and management
abilities. In recent years, Albania held the chairmanship of
BSEC in 2oo2,sEECp
in 2001-2002, and two annual rotating chairmanships, in
2005-6 and 2006 respec_

tively, of the All and CEI lnitiatives. Given the modest human
and financial

resources of a small country like Albania, many colleagues
from various countries
positively appreciated Albania's commitment to honour
its obligations during
those chairmanships, two of them simultaneous as it was the
case with CEI and
All last year. During and after these chairmanships, Albania enjoyed
a satisfactory
regional visibility.

The picture of regional initiatives after 10-15 years is also related
to the noteworthy achievements of the Member States of these initiatives. Thus,
for instance,
mention can be made of the Visegrad Group; in this case of regional
cooperation

all member countries were integrated into the EU. ln another case,
that of the

Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS), most Member States were
integrated into
the EU' ln the case of the CEl, EU members account for half
of its Member States.
Finally, one fourth of the BSEC members have arready joined

the EU.

Such developments have revitalized the debate on the need
to absorb this qualitative change through reform and adjustment to the new reality.
The fact that this
debate has involved simultaneously several initiatives such
as bsgc, cEl, sEEcp
and SP is also quite interesting. The intention is more or less
similar: proceed with
reform, move on to a new, quaritativery higher and more
advanced stage, and fit
into the new circumstances.
I rejoice at the fact that BSEC, which is perhaps the most
well-structured regional
organization of all existing regional initiatives in Eastern Europe,
continues to be
subject to a reform process, so as to become more operational
and effective for
project implementation in various fields.
lf we throw a retrospective glance at BSEC,s history,
we come to the conclusion
that, in general lines, it has been a success story in terms
of political cooperation,
exchange of various experiences, legisration approximation,
economic coopera_
tion and in other fields as well. The BSEC countries have
increasingly better realized that they are 'condemned'to think and cooperate
within a regional mentality
and context. Likewise, they are obliged to establish regional
networks or infrastructures in severar priority domains such as energy and
transportation.
I would say that BSEC has become a regional
actor that carries some weight and
has a respectable image. lt has also served as an incubator
for several satellite
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centres and bodies dealing with sectoral cooperation. lt has succeeded in bringing to the table even countries that have noticeable differences in terms of political positions, even countries with a poor record of neighbourly relations.

Albania's participation in the Organization of the BSEC has had clear strategic
intentions, to the benefit of our national interests.
The self-imposed isolation of our country for almost half a century created a huge
gap in some strategic domains such as energy and transportation, just to mention
very few. At the outset of the 90s, Albania found itself outside regional and
European transportation networks, with very inappropriate conditions for its com-

mercial and economic foreign relations and for economic development as a
whole. Therefore, the intention of the Albanian Government is to make our country a part of the European transport corridors as soon as possible, with special priority being attached to Corridor 8, connecting the countries of the Black Sea basin
with ltaly or Western Europe through Bulgaria, Macedonia and our country.

)

1

t

￨￨
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ln this context, several border points are being established, with the entire relevant
infrastructure meeting modern standards on all border segments with the neighbouring countries: Greece, Macedonia and Kosovo. Many roads, road bypasses
and highways are under construction with these countries; one may mention, for
instance, the highway under construction linking Durrds with Kosovo, which would
certainly serve also Macedonia and Serbia, providing these countries with access
to Durrds harbour. This new infrastructure will be conducive to very fast development of economic cooperation among these neighbouring countries; it could
even develop into a multimodal highway.

At the beginning of the 90s, our country also experienced a catastrophic situation

in terms of electricity production, transit to and from the region and links to
η

European networks. Albania not only inherited a system based almost entirely on
hydroelectric generation, but it also remained to this day outside the network of
European oil and gas pipelines of vital economic significance.

ト

y

Through its multilateral diplomacy, Albania makes great efforts to get rapidly
involved in projects for regional gas network connections.

d

Likewise, our country has been investing a lot in the multiple interconnection of our
country with other countries of the region by facilitating and improving all-season
energy exchanges with these countries.

￨―
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Moreover, the Albanian Government has included in its programme the diversification of energy sources by making investments and initiating concessionary initiatives to tap new sources of energy in the form of hydro and thermo power
plants, as well as renewable energy (solar and wind) with an aim to turning, within the shortest possible time, from an importer into an exporter of electric energy.
BSEC has succeeded in harmonizing the experience of the countries that have
had a long and uninterrupted performance in terms of the rule of law and market
economy with the experience of the countries that have newly emerged from the
communist system. lt has also shown that experiences can be exchanged perfectly well between a small country and a large or very large country. Likewise, it has
also shaped multi-modal cooperation in a region that displays immense cultural,
linguistic, religious and economic diversity.
The transformation of the BSEC from a simple initiative into an organization of eco-

nomic cooperation was undoubtedly a distinct and very encouraging moment in

its work; moving on to project implementation and management become an
important turning point in the life of BSEC.
How has BSEC performed this new mission? I think that the efforts made and the
results achieved have given a positive impetus in the proper direction, i.e. work on
region-oriented projects. I should mention, however, the recent occurrence of
somewhat slower progress, mainly due to a shortage of funding by powerful
investors.
I am of the opinion that the reform process, which BSEC has been very seriously
committed to, will bring new vital quality to its performance in terms of project
implementation in various fields. I would single out in this regard the efforts to
upgrade the relations between BSEC and EU, which will certainly have a positive
impact. Likewise, the identification of new possibilities to involve various international financial organizations in this process of regional cooperation is of special
significance. Meanwhile, the need for a positive and pragmatic approach and for
an increased interest on the part of a number of countries that carry major
European and global weight and that currently have BSEC observer status, should
also not be neglected. The harmonization of mutual interests among these countries and BSEC should be done on the basis of something that is very precious to
BSEC: regional ownership. There is rich regional expertise, let me underline this
point, in this region which is acquiring also an increasing geopolitical significance.

The regional cooperation that BSEC is currently promoting certainly contributes to
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European cooperation in general and to EU integration in particular.

energy.

Thanks to its increasingly authoritative voice, BSEC will also play a significant role
in the future, even on some global issues such as the fight against terrorism, global warming, environmental degradation, natural and man-made disasters or

hat
d market

emergencies as well as in other fields. lt is important to underscore that, in the
future, the Albanian Government intends to be an active partner in the BSEC context, in this domain of security issues, in combating terrorism and organized crime.
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We have to pay attention also to the fact that there are numerous working groups
operating in various fields of cooperation within BSEC. We shall strive to participate in their work, within the boundaries of the real potential of our small country,
the financial aspects being interlaced with human capacity. Sometimes we also
face difficulties in getting entry visas, considering that we do not have embassies
in the capitals of some Member States. Therefore, I think thai the countries hosting BSEC activities during the rotating Chairmanship-in-Office should think how to
tacilitate the issue of entry visas, at least by providing them directly at the airport
or at other entry points.

At important regional forums, I have expressed the thought that at various coordination and cooperation meetings among regional initiatives, in the future, we
should work more actively to avoid overlapping or duplication of those initiatives.
Unfortunately, despite repeated discussion on the subject, there are still problems
trike these. We should also think about shaping the distinctive profiles of those initiatives in order to achieve better identities and regional ownership.

recious to
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[t is known that the geographic distribution of BSEC Member States is relatively
diversified. lt includes immense countries, as large as a continent and very small
ones, with a population of 3-4 million. BSEC members, for instance, are countries
dose to the Caspian Sea like Azerbaijan or Armenia and countries far away from
the Black Sea like Serbia. The sub-regions are diversified as well. Under these circumstances, in the future, BSEC should work on a better project distribution,
aimed at giving project access to all countries, regardless of their geographical
{ocation or distance from other countries. Hence, countries like Albania or Serbia,
a litfle peripheral from the centre should have equal opportunities for project parbcipation compared to other Member States, although they may have as a neighbour only one BSEC Member State or none at all. The inclusion of the other nonmember countries in special projects would better serve this goal.
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lbkewise, the employment of officials, if possible from all Member States, includ-
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ing those from smaller countries, at the BSEC Secretariat (PERMIS) would positively serve the further invigoration of the Organization's democratic spirit'
BSEC should keep on the positive experience of cooperation with UN specialized
agencies for the promotion of projects in various fields, where common interests
can be clearly identified.

Finally, I would also like to mention that the organization of the BSEC Summit in
the context of the 15'n anniversary of its founding would be an extremely important
opportunity to analyze the BSEC work pedormance during a decade and a half,
to provide the necessary recommendations and to outline new paths for the
future.
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The Republic of Armenia and the BSEC

led

H.E. Vartan OSKANIAN
Minister of Foreign Affairs
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This organization was established to build bridges across the Black Sea, from
west to east and from south to north. The Black Sea Economic Cooperation was
conceived to provide concrete opportunities for cooperation, integration and support, to provide benefits for all, from a limitless pool of potential, or more correcty, a limitless sea of Potential.
Today, the role of BSEC has become more vital and the role of the ICBSS, too, is
of greater import and significance. As the institution charged with studying, deliberating and proposing policy, ICBSS is best positioned to identify specific avenues
for enhanced cooperation and deepening of shared interests.

An EU dimension within BSEC will formalize the premise that was at the heart of
the establishment of this organization - that as Europe grows and changes, the
promise of economic cooperation within and around Europe will grow, and the
countries of the Black Sea must be prepared to contribute to and benefit from
sgch developments. The specific efforts aimed at broadening interaction between
tsSEC and the EU and institutionalizing such interaction is criticalfor our time. We
appreciate the ICBSS concentrating on this relationship and working with all
BSEC institutions so that they can help formulate the structure for such coopera-

tbn.
This organization began because there was a vision. lt continued to operate
because those around the Black Sea needed that vision, and those outside the
Black Sea region wanted to believe in the promise of that vision' We wouldn't
need an organization such as this one if every country in the Black Sea area cooperated and shared. We need this organization precisely because this is a complex
negion with a variety of economic, social, historic and political experiences that
require special conditions. The BSEC tries to be the place where environmental,
economic, social and even political differences are mitigated, keeping in view the
ftrtr.rre, and not the competitive, sometimes adversarial past.
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Despite differences among states, the BSEC and its institutions have already
proven their viability. The Republic of Armenia reiterates our confidence that this
organization, its mission, its project-based approach are crucial for peace, stability and prosperity around this ancient sea, in modern times.
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The BSEC: Towards New Horizons of Cooperation:
A View from Azerbaijan

H.E. Elmar MAMMADYAROV
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Azerbaijan

:

-- =-d foremost, I would like to congratulate all BSEC Member States on the
:-' occasion of the 15'n Anniversary of our Organization, For fifteen years we
-. : :3en united by the idea and aspiration of transforming, through economic
- -::'atron, this vast, once divided and enormously rich area into a region of

.

'.

.

=

-:

stability and prosperity. These 15 years have been an extremely important,
a comprehensive framegeopolitical
realities, as well as devel:' cooperation in the context of new

- ^g and valuable learning experience of developing

--':

a new sense of common ownership and responsibility for the future of our

- - .- :S

--:'=

are undeniable advancements on the road of our cooperation, with gradu-:''rverging views and interests, bringing us allto a higher degree of maturity
, ' - ::ler comprehension of the future of the region. As we attempt to define the
- ,.::cts of our cooperation and strive to make the Organization a more visible
, - - -coftant player in regional affairs, we need to look back and reflect on what
- :: ::en accomplished and what has not, and why.

:

--: evolution of BSEC
'-::l these 15 years have been an extremely important period for the formation
" :>EC as an organization. Overthe years BSEC has evolved into afull-fledged
-: - -al organization with developed institutions, instruments and mechanisms of
::.ation,

cooperation in parliamentary, academic, bankI :-C business domains. lt has developed into an organization with distinct re- - ^ a dentity. The fact that this is so far the only comprehensive and all-inclusive
' ,-:,','ork of cooperation in a vast and complex region should not be underesti---

a framework embracing

-

- : ::

--=

either.

attractiveness of BSEC for the regional countries and its international recog-

- :-

are also increasing. The Organization today unites 12 Member States
.'-=.:r ng from the Adriatic to the Caspian. The number of countries seeking

l:-:rver

status is also on the rise, as well as number of international organiza-
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tions looking for collaboration.
一
．

BSEC has served as a useful framework for dialogue as well as a platform
for the
development of project concepts and initiatives across the spectrum of areas
of
cooperation that can be hailed as significant achievements taking into account
the
complex regional context and the modest resources committed.

一
・・

But there is still a question: is BSEC powerful enough to face the challenges
of the
changing environment in which it operates?

一

ヽ
・

一

kets.

・

Today our region is an area of unprecedented groMh, perhaps the highest in
global economy, and enormous economic opportunities for cooperation
and
development. lt is also recognized as a region of ever growing geo-strategic
importance and significance, for it provides access to new alternative sources
of
hydrocarbons in the caspian and central Asia, as well as to new emerging mar_

・

一

ヽ
・

The past five years since the Decennlal Anniversary have witnessed dynamic
and
radical changes in the region. A new tapestry of the region is being woven
by new
roads, pipelines and other infrastructure projects, not only enriching the mosaic
of
its economic landscape but also integrating it into the fabric of global economy.

with these new developments in the caspian and Black sea regions, BSEC
emerging as an important pillar of energy stability and security architecture.

is

The recent accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union has given
a new impetus to the EU-BSEC interaction. The latest Communication of the EC
titled "Black sea synergy" opens new prospects for cooperation between the two
organizations.
We welcome the establishment of the enhanced dialogue and close
cooperation
between BSEC and EU. we hope and believe that, complementary to the
bilate-

ral cooperation under various instruments, the development of a regional
framework of interaction between BSEC and EU willsignificantly contribute to the
development of BSEC region as a cohesive economic area without new dividing
lines
and as part of the wider European space. The closer and more comprehensive
engagement of the EU in the BSEo region will encourage all Member states,
in
particular those in transition, to proceed more resolutely with reforms
and to
shape BSEC as a cohesive region and as an integral part of wider European
architecture.
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ln this regard, a new platform of cooperation, complementary to bilateral relations
between the EU and BSEC Member States, needs to be elaborated. We have to
pursue a realistic approach and develop our relationship based on the clusters of
moperation that are of common interests.

Cooperation with the international community
lnternationalcooperaiion is indispensable in addressing the modern challenges of
development. Mobilization of the needed resources, utilization of experience and
know-how, spread of best practice, elimination of unnecessary duplications to
ensure better synergies - all these are prerequisites for the successful implemenffiion of a challenging regional development agenda.
We welcome closer cooperation with international organizations such as UN,
OECD, OSCE and others. We believe that collaboration with these organizations
and implementation of joint projects will contribute to the improvement of the economic climate in the region and will stimulate trade and cooperation among
llember States. We also hope that these projects will enhance the professional
capacities of the BSEC Secretariat. We think that this pattern of cooperation with
ntemational organizations should be further developed and continued.
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h view of the increasing number of regional cooperation initiatives, we believe that
better coordination of activities among them will help to avoid unnecessary duplicdions and excessive use of resources.
Azerbaiian, regional cooperation and BSEC
European and Euro-Atlantic integration is our strategic objective. Therefore, the
lYrder Black Sea and Caspian region is an area of our vital inierests. The development of comprehensive and balanced regional cooperation is a cornerstone of our
fureign policy. The advantages of our geography, our rich natural and human
resources and economic potential are among our major assets in the implementdbn of the national development strategy.
Due to the pursuit of our development strategy and the process of reforms,
Azerbaijan has achieved rates of growth unprecedented in its history and the highest in the global economy: 26.4% in 2005 and 34.5%" in 2006. During the last three
years more than 500.000 new jobs were created in the non-oil sectors, reducing
poverty below 20%. The inflow into Azerbaijan of direct private investments for
stet a decade exceeded 30 billion USD, and the pace and volumes will continue
b grow.
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One of the objectives of the national strategy is to develop Azerbaijan as a regional hub w1h a strong and modern infrastructure capable of serving the intense
trade flows between Asia and Europe.

We have succeeded in the development of a diverse energy infrastructure capable both to support the development and export of national hydrocarbon
resources as well as the transit of resources from Central Asian partners io international markets. We completed the construction and commissioned two major
regional pipelines - Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (oil) and Baku-Tbilisi-Erzerum (natural
gas) - as core elements of the East-West Energy corridor.
We have embarked on a comprehensive multibillion programme of upgrading and
developing a modern transport infrastructure to be able to handle increasing traffic of goods and general cargo between Europe and Asia. Recently, in Tbilisi, the
Heads of State and Government of Participating states Turkey, Georgia and
Azerbaijan have launched the construction of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway link as

an important part of the East-West transpod corridor.
Azerbaijan is hosting Regional Dialogues with the EU on transport and energy,
given the importance of these two areas of cooperation for the region and beyond
it.

We also participate in a number of regional organizations, initiatives, projects and
programmes such as TRACECA, North-South Transport Corridor, INOGATE,

ECO, ClS, GUAM and others. Undoubtedly, we attach great importance to the
development of regional cooperation in the framework of BSEC.
My country has proved its credibility as a pioneer and champion for many positive
and significant developments in the region as well as a reliable partner. There are
many examples of successful cooperation in the region bringing development and

stability, thus demonstraiing what we can achieve together, united by common
goals and good will.
However, a number of unsettled protracted conflicts is the major impediment to
comprehensive, balanced and all-inclusive regional cooperation. ln this context I
have to mention the continuing occupation by the Republic of Armenia of about
20% ol our territory, the existence of almost 1 million refugees and lDPs as a consequence of this aggression that makes cooperation with ihis country impossible
and unacceptable. The withdrawal of Armenian troops from the occupied territories, the return of lDPs to their places of origin, the recognition by Armenia of our
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. -- al integrity as it is done by the whole international community will open new
, -:-s and opportunities for our bilateral and regional cooperation.
--':a jan has been striving to play a constructive and active role in the BSEC
- -:ss, During our two successive Chairmanships of BSEC, in 2003-2004, we
,- =-chasis on cooperation in transport, energy, tourism and education, as well
continued support to the development of regional projects through the project
telopment Fund. Azerbaijan was among the first countries which voluntarily
ntibuted financially to the Project Development Fund.
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and restructuring of BSEC
reover, most importantly to our mind, we have pushed hard to initiate the
-=.s of reforms in BSEC to make it more responsive and relevant to new
,nities and challenges
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the path that we have passed together during the first 15 years has brought us to
a new juncture from where new horizons of cooperation are opening. To succeed
we have to charge our Organisation with a common and shared vision, introduce
relevant organizational design and procedures, support it with adequate
resources and, last but not least, with strong political will and commitment. With
clearer vision and understanding of our mission and enhanced capacity we will be
able to make BSEC an overallwinning formula.
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Bulgaria and the BSEC
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H.E. Ivailo Georgiev KALFIN
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Bulgaria
The Initiative of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) was launched in
992, in order to provide a common basis for economic cooperation in the region.
Today, BSEC is approaching a significant landmark in its development: the 15th
-miversary. During its fifteen years of existence, BSEC has become a full-fledged
-rganization with a well established institutional framework.
e philosophy of the BSEC is that regional economic cooperation represents a
towards a higher degree of economic development and further integration of
e BSEC Member States into the broader European and global space.
Republic of Bulgaria is an active promoter of the principles of good neigh
-ur1y relations and enjoys active cooperation with all the countries of the BSEC
::QK>n.
e share the opinion that the regional cooperation among the BSEC Member
·-·es should be developed in close interaction with the European and the Euro- antic integration processes. It should be focused at this stage upon the imple
:n ation of economic programmes and infrastructural projects of regional and
ropean importance.

=

--e Bulgarian interests lie in developing regional cooperation based on the prin
:: es, values and standards of the European processes of integration.
-'2 EU participation in the development of regional cooperation in all its aspects
-- key importance for the national interests of Bulgaria.
=- long-term goals of Bulgaria towards the BSEC region are:
• to safeguard its national security through achieving lasting stability in the
region;
• to create favourable conditions for the development of the Bulgarian econ-
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Caspian basin, the Black Sea
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laspian region and centrarAsia), major energy importers (EU)
and transit coun_
':s such as Ukraine, Turkey and south caucasian
states. Burgaria supports the
s:ablishment of a pan-European Energy community
=
on the basis of the EU/sEE

=-:.gy Community.
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Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) has the potentialto
coordinate the
-:,coeration among its Member states in areas such as combating cross_border
-':anised crime, illegal trafficking of humans and terrorism as well as joint
action
- "esponse to emergencies caused

by natural disasters or industrial accidents.
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Bepublic of Bulgaria is prepared to take part in all forms
of cross-border

coop:":: cn designed to enhance security and stability in the Black
sea
region
ano
in
= 'egard to strengthen the capacity of the Black sea Border coordination and

--:"mation Centre in Bourgas
and the National Border Coordination Centres of
Black sea countries. Funding is to be sought from
the European
,= jrbourhood policy lnstrument (ENpl)

'-:

:

-attonal level'

--

a set of legislative, institutional, administrative and organizatio-: =-easures is being
undertaken to address border

security threats in the aqua_
- ::::'tories and build an efficient systern for the protection and contr,otof
the sea
- -=

--= recublic of Bulgaria shares
the opinion that an enhanced dialogue
: - ::^cerning the modernization of the system of public
service

with the
delivery in the
countries can contribute decisively and actively to
the implementation of
, - -.= mportant principles of good governance
such as: a) responsiveness of
' - -. - strative actions, b) transparency in public administration, c) reliability of the
, . 'stitutions, d) friendliness of the bureaucracy, e) confidence
of the society
=:- nistrative activities, f) participation of the citizens in decision mating, gl
:: -: . ?ccesSibility to civil service, h) simplicity of the administratiu"
.: , and objectivity in the dairy function of the pubric Administration. pro"...,Iy

l::l

' '
-

:"thё

new
00ト
1モ

a is prepared to undertake a key role in strengthening
cooperation among

I -- u be and Black sea countries. Being both a Danube and
a Black sea coun_
3 * garia is well placed to contribute
to the implementation of EU environmen_
- - a:',/es and policies in the region

and the introduction of measures to reduce
nsks Of adverse environmental impacts generated by pOrt OperatiOns and

ext

d at
ss a,

_

I

tgS,

--: . '-:c e against poverty and economic
backwardness is also one of the main
, : - :s cf Burgaria's poricy in the area of deveropment cooperation
in the Black
,
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Sea region.

Bulgaria regards the BSEC countries as priority destinations for development
resources within the EU policies addressed to third countries in areas such as
tourism, trade, small and medium enterprises (SMEs), administrative capacity for
local development, environment, culture and education. Eight out of the twelve
BSEC Member States are also listed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development as beneficiaries of official development aid.

The BSEC Memoranda on the coordinated development of a Black Sea Ring
Highway and Motorways of the Sea promote transport links within the Black Sea
region and offer favourable opportunities for establishing an area of prosperity,
stability and security at Europe's frontiers.
The accomplishment of effective cooperation in the BSEC region, especially in the
vital sectors of trade and investments, energy, transport, communications, environment, tourism and agriculture, will be facilitated by the EU-BSEC cooperative
activities around policy formulation and implementation in key reform areas.

The practical result will be a better environment for implementation of various
investment projects, including strategic partnerships with donors and international financial institutions and appropriate use of various financial instruments.
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Georgia and the BSEC
Dment

Eh as
ity for

H.E. Gela BEZIUASIIVILI
Minister of Foreip Affairs

lwelve

Georgia

Dpera-

r

Ring

J<

Sea

perity,

I

in the

L envierative
s.

BSEC's 15'h anniversary coincides with a turning point in the development of both
lhe Organization and of the region that it represents. The Black Sea region is now
being transformed into a dynamic economic neighbourhood which, despite many
cfiallenges, attracts growing international attention and is presented with a future
fullof promise.

The region is becoming increasingly important to Europe for many reasons,
nnong which trade, energy and transportation as well as security cooperation
@cupy a central position. lt is also important for both EU and NATO ihat strive to
their external borders, while at the same time addressing the demands for
enlargement. The United States values the region's strategic location as a
hlwark against asymmetric threats. Last but not least, the countries of the region
re in the middle of a quest for common denominators that will underpin the Black
Sea regional identity that should in the future serve as a solid background for
credible cooperation in various spheres.

-cure

trher
rarious

matiob.

HiMionally as well, BSEC has advanced considerably. lt has acquired a rigoro.s institutional base and has fostered a culture of dialogue among its members
m

mutually advantageous projects. Relevant structures and institutions with specid objeciives, vital for the proper functioning of the Organization, have been put
m place.

Georgia is looking forward to seizing the opportunities that the region's dynamic
mlution now presents to the BSEC. We harbour the potential to become a strategic bridge between Europe and Asia and an integral part of the global economic
lffirork. lt is up to BSEC's Member States to realize this strategic advantage and
Esform the Black Sea into a prosperous and stable neighbourhood.

Gorgia has supported the

My

BSEC process from the very start, contributing signi-

to its formation and to its transformation into a regional economic organizalbn. The Meetings of BSEC's most important organs, the Council of Ministers
rf Foreign Affairs, the Committee of Senior Officials and various working groups
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- 1ay, there is a need within BSEC to focus attention on these,problems and :find

r-11'r our perspective, the future
of the BSEC countries lies in a more secure and
.'=cle Black Sea region. lndividual countries must not spare efforts to add value
, 'egional security and prosperity. For our part, we have contributed to irnprov- regional cooperation not only through our participation in regional forums,
I
but
. .: by adopting liber,al econom,ic policies. Through our internal reforms, we have

.-

tated the intensifieation of regional economic ties. Thanks to significantly
-:,ced non-tariff barriers forimporls, as well as favourable tariff rates, we are
--:,,,ing better trade relations with several BSEC countries. We have also
-:'cved conditions for cargo shipment through our territory, as currently there

, = -o transit
. rplified.
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" 3y. and we are due to upgrade the eurrent preferential

'

=::ition, such regional projects asthe Baku Tbilisi ceyhan (BTc), Baku Tbilisi
-: sa (BTS), and Baku Tbilisi Erzerurn (BTE) pipelines as well as the commence. - of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway project and the signing of the Tbilisi
= - :'ation on a Common Vision for Regional Cooperation constitute a clear

.-:-stration of the possibilityfor

productive regionalcooperation on energy and
issues. These projects represent a vivid testimony on how regional
- ::'ation can result in tangible benefits for all stakeholders. We would like to
-:-- s spirit of friendship and mutual consent spr.ead to the entire BSEC struc-
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tr.ade regime with a

= :'ade agreement.
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fees for vehicles; visa procedures, rneanwhile, h,ave been significantFree trade' agreements, as well as agreements regarding visa-free

: : , were signed with Mernber States, including Azerbaijan, Armenia, Moldova,
-: Jkraine; in addition, we ,have a three-month vrsa-free entry agreement with

.
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appropriate context within which to discuss them.
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-'r 3'S domestic eco'nomic transforrnation,

meanwhile, has been reflected in

- ::-ntry's improved performance within BSEC, demonstrated in particular by
=: ty to pay membership arrears for the past 4-5 years and to make volun, ' _: -tributions to the Project Development Fund.
- '- :

-1arks a clear demonstration of how strengthened individual states can
--' : -te to improving the regional climate- Yet, at the same tinre, in
order to con-; :: serve as a valuable member of the region and of the entire international
- - - ^ ly cooperation across the Black Sea neighbourhood must become ever
-- l="
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, .,,::.)i.ii i:;;iii:l
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institution, fostering many
During its 15 years, BSEC has proved to be a viable
and restructurlmpoiant areas for regional cooperation. A process of reforming
respond to the challenges
ing BSEC has already-been launched in order to better
and realities that we together face'
have been prepared Most notably, two draft Memorandums of Understanding
Development of the
the ,,Memorandum of Understanding for the Coordinated
of Understanding on the
Black sea Ring Highway" and the "Memorandum
BSEC Region'" These
Development of Motorways of the Sea at the
should Serve as the
projects,
it',"y do on vital regional
Memorandums, focusing
".
the Member states.
backbone of our eftortsio promote trade ties among
must reinvent itself to remain
Despite its significant achievements to date, BSEC
and foremost, this entails reinrelevant and to live up to its own expectations' First

political interests of its
forcing BSEC's ability to promote the economic and

the
in expanding exports to foreign markets, facilitating
Member States,
region'
BSEC
the
to
"rp""iutty
flow of labour and services, and attracting foreign investment
Black sea area is relatively low
At present, foreign direct investment (FDl) into the
by the existence of "frozen" conin comparison to other regions. FDI is hampered

peace and stability' As a
flicts in the region that undermine the prospects for
on jobs and economic
out
result, all of us in the wider Black sea region lose
opportunities.
principles articulated in our charter
At the same time, the disparity between the
on the prestige and
and the real state of regional cooperation casts a shadow
the inability to forge comcredibility of our organization. Divergent interests and
Sea, and lead to a
mon ground subvert multilateral cooperation in the Black
states do not feel
patchwork of bilateral agreements. ln bilateral settings, Member
organization
our
of
principles
- and
obligated to respect the underling values and
transand
economic
as a result, they feel free to expose partners to unwarranted
port blockades.
articulated in the "BSEC
As long as our organization's principles and objectives,
as the foundation of
charter" and the "BSEC Economic Agenda," do not serve
for BSEC to maintain
how we conduct relations with each other, it will be difficult
at a time when
irrelevant
BSEC
its standing. Failure in this regard risks rendering
are looking to
and
BSEC
with
outside actors are becoming increasingly interested
develop cooperative and institutional ties'
faces many opportunities
Despite its many challenges, the Black sea Region also
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- -alv

-

thanks to its geographic location, as well as to its human and natural resources.
The BSEC region encompasses an area of 20 million square kilometers with a
population of more than 300 million. At the same time, the BSEC region is a very
attractive magnet for investment due to its strategic importance as an energy and
transport hub.
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Beyond its growing importance in the realms of energy and transportation,
embodied by the major cross-border infrastructure projects that have been created, there is great potential for cooperation within BSEC in the fields of telecommunications, tourism, agriculture, small and medium business, sciences and technologies. Meanwhile, BSEC can be crucial in facilitating regional cooperation on
combating organized crime, internationalterrorism, the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, illegal trade in arms and drugs, human trafficking, and illegal
migration.

For BSEC to realize its full potential, its Member states must ground the
Organization's future goals in the principles of cooperation and respect for each
other's interests. Cooperation must be strengthened in every important economic
sphere, while new common projects must be conceived and supported. At the
very top of BSEC's agenda should be initiatives in the fields of energy and transportation, given how crucialthese are to the development of BSEC Member States
both individually and collectively. Crucial to this endeavour will be finding a reasonable balance among the interests of energy producer, transit, and consumer
countries.
The progressive development of relations with other international organizations
and structures, meanwhile, must also continue apace. Particular importance
should be given to our relations with the European Union, given the profound
expertise and ample resources it could contribute toward jump starting regional
projects in the BSEC area.

^

:re

BSEC

are looking to

ooPortunities

Last but not least, we must promote BSEC's international identity by participating
in global economic networks. This will require that we create favourable conditions for security and stability within our region. lt also demands that we foster
institutions within BSEC that have the capacity to ensure continuity and consistency in the implementation of our common projects.

h is our hope that we will be able to devise strategies and meet the rising challenges with a stronger and more capable regional organization that is able to set
for itself realistic targets and follow through with the implementation for the better
future of the nations of the Black Sea area.
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ACTIVITY (1992-2007)
BLACK SEA ECONOMIC COOPERATION: FIFTEEN YEARS OF REGIONAL

flexible' and
Organisation must be reshaped and revamped into a more modern,
growth'
economic
and
integration
effLient entity, which further promotes regional
Member States
Our commitmeni to both the Organisation and the citizens of all
the key issues'
calls uS to consider the Organisation's future. To this end, some of
in the future,
organisation
effective
which provide the backbone of an efficient and
trustworthy
a
both
to
be
have to be addressed. The Organisation should continue
Member States' citiand useful point of reference for the region, as well as for its
zens.

Greece's commitment to the BSEC Organisation
the very
Although Greece is not a Black sea littoral state, it has displayed, since
our people's longbeginning, a strong commitment to the BSEC, on the basis of
region' For more
the
peoples
of
the
stanOing fristorical and close relationship with
economdeepening
than three thousand years, Greeks have been trading, while
peoples
of the
ic ties and promoting social as well as cultural interaction with the
by its
Black sea region. Moreover, Greece',s participation in BSEC was motivated
need
a
and
area
Sea
Black
the
of
immediate getgraphic proximity to the countries
relabilateral
closer
to complement, through this regional economic organisation,
tions wiih the other participating Member States'
paid particular
Throughout the Organisaiion's 15 years of existence, Greece has
of its
attention to the development of its Structures and to the strengthening
the BSEC',S
regional and international identity and profile. lndeed, we are today
Centre
lnternaiional
the
namely
bodies,
firit financial contributor. Two of its related
Bank
Development
and
Trade
for Black sea studies (lcBSS) and the Black sea
we
Thessaloniki'
(BSTDB) are also located in Greece, respectively in Athens and
spare no efforts to guarantee to these two institutions the necessary conditions'
Besides' exerso that they efficiently and effectively perform their duties and tasks'
various BSEC
co-ordinate
cising periodically the Chairmanship-in-Office, we also
of
Working Groups, thus supporting in a concrete way the further development
our multilateral co-oPeration'

to the
Greece has also been committed to bringing the Organisaiion closer
wider
the
European Union. Our efforts have greatly contributed towards making
States'
Black Sea area more visible to the EU institutions and the EU Member
in the
interlocutor
main
EU's
the
lndeed, the Organisation is gradually becoming
to
acquire
EU
the
to
region. Hence, we strongly support the invitation extended
observer status with BSEC. ln ihis respect, the recently adopted Communication
coof the European commission titled "Black sea synergy - A New Regional
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BLACK SEA ECONOMIC COOPERATION: FIFTEEN YEARS OF REGIONAL ACTIYITY (1992-2C07)

countries must certainly be accompanied by the political resolution of unresolved
conflict situations. A stable political environment promotes economic growth by
creating conditions that allow trade to be free, labour to move freely, currencies to
remain stable, credit to become available and foreign investments to flow in.
These attributes of economic development are unlikely to occur wherever political
conflicts dominate everything else.
There are certain strategic developments in the Black Sea area that should focus
the attention of policy-makers, analysts and experts from the European continent.

Energy development and its secure transit to Europe are critical for European
countries. Oil production and transportation, construction of a network of gas
pipelines to Europe will undoubtedly diversify the energy supply to the old continent. The project of interconnection of electric power systems of the BSEC
Member States, if implemented, will lead to the creation of a huge energy market
and will eliminate the imbalances of energy supplies. These developments are
already impacting and altering the landscape both strategically and economically
in and around the entire region. Thus, the unique transit potential and the energy
resources of this wider geographical area may become an important "guarantor"
of Europe's energy security in the years ahead.
The whole system of transport corridors will eventually bring the Black Sea area
closer to Europe, making this cooperation mutually beneficial. Two strategically
important projects have been launched within BSEC: the development of the
motorways of the sea in the BSEC region and coordinated development of the
Black Sea ring highway. The Republic of Moldova signed, alongside other BSEC
Member States, the respective Memoranda of Understanding on the implementation of these projects at the recent ministerial meeting in Belgrade on 19 April
2007.
The network improvements, alongside with the energy developments, will be not
only instrumental for enhancing the Black Sea region's natural advantages as a
genuine transit area, but would also promote social cohesion and balanced
regional growth, strengthening dramatically the security and sustainable development dimensions for the entire region, thus making European communities considerably safer and more secure.

The process of fashioning ties to Europe is inevitable and inescapable for the
entire region. Recently, two more BSEC member states entered the EU family.
Their full membership will obviously strengthen the linkage between BSEC and
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specifically designed to bring the otherwise divided parties together.
The Black Sea Region and BSEC as an Organization have a unique perspective
and location. Recent political, economic and security-related developments
require our European partners to pay more precise and adequate attention to the
regional process. At the same time, the BSEC countries need to use ihis uniqueness to build a distinctive BSEC approach, alongside with other Black Sea initiatives and formats, one that fully coincides with European values and aspirations.
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3 aspirations.

: ack Sea region lies at the heart of Romania's foreign policy objectives. Our
-:-,,
strongly believes that the economic dimension has an important role in
I ack Sea cooperation processes. The overriding theme of our involvement
: :3en and will continue to be fulljledged participation in economic projects
- - lave an impact on democracy, security and stability in the whole Black Sea
. -he common denominator of Romania's efforts is to enhance regional capa=-' aimed at revitalizing cooperation, achieving concrete results, countering
--etric risks and contributing to processes of confidence building In the
=

- ar a s geo-strategic position on the Danube

river, the Danube Delta and the
to the Mediterranean area, the Middle East and
- -a Asra, significant democratic changes in various Black sea riparian states,
e economic potential of the region (especially as a transit area or source for oil

:- Sea, in a region adjacent

C natural gas), the diversity of cultural, religious and social traditions are all rel-

afi parameters in the complex undertaking of designing our contribution to
ioperation in this region.
- Lvas among the first initiatives launched in the Black sea region in a trou': :eopolitical environment marked both by expectations and concerns. on 25
= 1992, the heads of state and government of eleven countries - Albania,
*:a. Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Republic of Moldova, Romania,
. a, Turkey and Ukraine) - signed the lstanbul Declaration and launched the
" Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) lnitiative. With the entry into force of its
::r, on 1 May 1999, BSEC became afull{ledged regional economic organi:- with the accession of serbia, in April 2004, our organization diversified.
:

:'ating fifteen years of collaboration within the Black Sea Economic
::ration (BSEC), the Member States of this Organization are taking a moment

^2'yze what are the achievements and what lies ahead.

e our economic priorities must remain steadfast, our techniques should deve-
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lop likewise. BSEC may be perceived as a laboratory of ideas and instrumentr
designed to generate effective ways of cooperation. We have to continue foster
ing the economic development of our region, implementing the results of progresr
achieved in the process of major development projects.

Transport and energy have a beneficial impact tor tne entire region and beyond
This is why our cooperation in developing viable transportation corridors to com
plement the already existing European Transportation Network is essential. Thur
we can prove that, in spite of the political challenges this area is facing, we ar(
able to work together in a pragmatic manner.

So far, the results have shown that there is a lot of potential for cooperation, giver
there is enough political will and readiness to build on the previous achievementr
while looking towards the upcoming challenges. We all have to be proud of ou
work and what it stands for and value the expertise gained so far in further enhanc
ing and consolidating regional cooperation.

As much as we acknowledge our successes, we recognize there are also short
comings in BSEC which impede the development potential of the region. These
weaknesses can be found in the lack of fast and flexible response to particular
political and security issues. An important set of themes in this regard are the
asymmetrical risks: organized crime, illegal trafficking, terrorism and "frozen con
flicts". These may be perceived as obstacles to the substance and prospects o
our cooperation.

ln this context, BSEC has to adapt and adjust its structure and rules of procedure
to better respond to the real needs of its Member States and to the new develop.
ments pertaining to the Black Sea regional cooperation in order to increase its effi.

ciency and sustainability.

The need for reform is not a particularity of BSEC. Major regional and globa
changes affecting most international organizations have demonstrated the neec
to engage in reform processes. The most common example is that of the UN
where the reform of the main institutions and mechanisms has been an essentia
topic on the agenda for the past years. At BSEC, enhancing the authority of the
Secretary General as a political representative of the Organization, extending the
majority vote and introducing a prioritization into our activities are only a felr
examples that could help increase the effectiveness of the Organization and its
visibility at international level. Romania will continue to plead for the in-depth
reform of the BSEC.
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We are convinced that, after 15 years of BSEC existence, it is high time for us to
take the Organization ahead into a more consolidated and mature phase. ln the
new strategic context, BSEC members will have to figure out answers to relevant
issues. The future of BSEC and the concrete actions that must be undertaken to
make it more efficient should be our key concerns. The economical profile of
BSEC is a clear proof in this respect: the region is becoming internationally relevant, not least due to its rich natural and human resources and enormous economic potential. With an annual rate of GDP growth of about 6% in the last five
years, the Black Sea area became the second fastest growing region globally and
a major attraction for foreign partners.
These developments have not gone unnoticed. The European Union has acknowledged the importance of a safe and stable Black Sea region as an important pre-

requisite for European security. The latest Communication of the European
Commission, entitled "Black Sea Synergy", demonstrates the need to pay more
attention to integrating diversity and ensuring social cohesion in our cities and
communities in the context of promoting an all-inclusive, non-discriminative and
result-oriented approach in our region.
As the "Black Sea Synergy" points out, our approach should remain holistic and
cross-dimensional. We need to ensure internal cohesion in our Organization. We
need to continue our close cooperation between all Member States and BSEC
lnstitutions, thus projecting our joint engagement even further.

Fostering cooperation among the countries of the region, especially in relevant
economic fields such as transportation, infrastructure, energy, communications,
trade, agriculture, environment, science and technology, tourism and health care
is clearly a shared objective of both BSEC and EU. The accession of our country
to the European Union will enable Romania to bring a new impulse to the cooperation between these two organizations. ln addition, at the EU level, it is acknowledged that any contribution to the programmes and projects of development in
this region is an investment in the future security, stability and prosperity of the
European continent.

- while the
Organization covers more and more fields of cooperation, we may lose focus on
making it more efficient and effective. Therefore, an objective assessment of the

As Romania has acknowledged before, we are also facing a trap

Organization's priorities and the adjustment of its resources accordingly are
needed.
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ln order to succeed, we need to continue furthering the economic development of

our region and implementing the results of progress achieved in the process of
major development projects. One good example is developing projects in the field
of transport and energy, with a beneficial impact for the entire region and beyond.
The cooperation in developing viable transportation corridors is essential and will
help BSEC countries overcome their well-known differences in order to gradually
establish a space of enhanced regional cooperation, open to extra-regional
actors.

Major infrastructure projects such as the Black Sea Ring Highway and the
Motorways of the Sea are important steps. Let us not forget that they are the first
ones and it is up to us to turn them into real success stories. These are the arguments which enable us to be optimistic regarding the future of BSEC and of the
whole Black Sea region in the years to come.
Since any anniversary is a moment of stock-taking and planning, Romania considers that the future work of the BSEC should be founded on the following:
o The Black Sea region is increasingly becoming relevant on the international scene due to iis rich natural and human resources and enormous economic potential.
o The new European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) creates unique opportunities for successful development of BSEC-EU cooperation. lt is now up to us
to identify the proper modalities for making efficient use of this unique
opportunity.
o Despite their well-known differences, the BSEC countries have many times
proved their determination to gradually establish a space of enhanced
regional cooperation in the Black Sea region, open to extra-regional actors,
countries and international organizations alike. We should continue to vigorously build on these efforts.
o Still, a more project-oriented approach is needed. Major infrastructure projects are important steps in our cooperation and what was already initiated
needs to be implemented.

o

o
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The increasing number of countries and organizations showing a clear
interest for BSEC demonstrates the importance of our region. Among the
countries which are interested to cooperate with BSEC are the UK, US,
Japan, Israel and even China.
Accelerate the economic and political reforms with special emphasis on
promoting democracy, good governance, rule of law and fundamentalfreedoms. A special attention should be paid to creating a conducive, transparent and more secure business environment.
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-, ,: celebrate the 15 years since the lstanbul Declaration was signed and the
-::l Economic Cooperation lnitiative was launched, we have good reasons to
r :": that considerable progress will be achieved, given the fact that enough
' - -)- will has been amassed. Romania will do its outmost to make its contribu- :,vard turning the Black Sea region into a stable, democratic and prosperous
"
. ,', th a clear Euro-Atlantic perspective. Let us work together and prove, by the
'
facts, that BSEC is and will remain a representative and effective instru-.- ='of
cf mutually beneficial cooperation in a region deeply connected to the
-, ::ean and globalized world.
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Russia

-

BSEC: Forward-looking Cooperation

H.E. SergeyLAVROV

Minister of Foreign Affairs
Russian Federation

For many centuries, the Black Sea region has been an area of vital interests to
Russia. Russia, in its turn, has always remained a key partner for the countries of
the region. We are tied together by common history, overlapping economic and
security interests, traditionally strong human and culturalties and booming tourist
industry. As elsewhere along its borders, Russia has fostered good-neighbourly
relations with the region and facilitated the development of mutually beneficial
trade. The Black Sea countries currently account for 15 percent of Russia's total
trade.

Russia co-sponsored the Summit Declaration on the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation and the Bosphorus Statement, which were adopted at summit level
on 25 June 1992, ushering in the current stage of regional development. This date
has been celebrated as the BSEC Day since 2004.
Over the past years, the BSEC has become a full-fledged regional organization
with operational multi-sectoral cooperation mechanisms. ln conjunction with our
partners, we have sought to make this cooperation goal-oriented, focusing on the
implementation of joint projects aimed at improving people's lives. To this end, we
have actively used our Chairmanship of the BSEC.
During the first Russian Chairmanship in 1996, we sought to strengthen the institutional, legal and financial infrastructure of the Organization. Four years later,
Russia actively promoted the adoption of the BSEC Economic Agenda for the
Future, which became its first comprehensive long-term policy document. During
our third Chairmanship, from May to October 2006, we sought to increase the
impact of the BSEC activities on the economies of the BSEC Member States and
to identify joint priority projects. These issues were discussed in the framework of
60 multilateral events organized by the Russian Chairmanship, which included
ministerial meetings on emergency situations, transport, energy, communication
and information technologies, meetings of working groups, workshops and round
tables.
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Agreement was reached on a draft Memorandum for coordinated development of
national road networks, prepared by Russian experts. lts adoption laid the basis
for setting in motion the Black Sea Ring Highway project as pafl of the Black Sea
Transport Corridor Concept.

men
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Our Chairmanship also led to finding a common ground with regard to implementing President Vladimir V. Putin's initiative aimed at re-establishing passenger/ferry
service between Black Sea ports. The Ministry of Transport of Russia will submit
to the BSEC an application to carry out a feasibility study for this project in the
near future.
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The Memorandum on Multilateral Cooperation in the Field of Postal Seruice was
signed on our initiative. Russia's draft agreement on cooperation in the field of
health protection in the territories of the BSEC Member States was brought to the
attention of the Organization for further discussion.
Work has been going on to establish a joint database on energy strategies developed by the countries of the region. Together with our partners, we are making
arrangements to produce a synthesis of those strategies and to hold a conference
on the compatibility of national approaches. We expect that, as the electric energy systems of the countries of Europe, on the one hand, and those of the CIS and
the Baltic area, on the other, get synchronized, new prospects will open for the
Black Sea Electricity Ring project proposed by Russia a while ago.

The ways of strengthening cooperation in fighting international terrorism and
organized crime, responding to emergencies and natural and man-made disasters, combating dangerous infectious diseases, as well as in the fields of communications, public health, education, tourism, science and technology have been
discussed at expert level.

An lnteragency Commission on BSEC has been established in Russia, involving
representatives not only from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs but also from the
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Industry and Energy, Ministry for Civil Defence,
Emergencies and Elimination of the Consequences of Natural Disasters, Ministry
of the lnterior, etc. lts goal is to achieve a higher level of interdepartmental coordination. The first meeting of the Commission took place in December last year.
Our priorities for the future include enhancing the integration of regional energy
markets, establishing cooperation in the field of physical safety of energy facilities,
strengthening the environmental component of the energy industry and imple-
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the programme of switching from the use of gasoline to natural gas in the

- - ,: transport. We are now in the process of coordinating our approaches
. ='.1. and we hope to sign relevant agreements in the near future.
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:arliamentarians make their own contribution to strengthening the BSEC
=s cur country hosted three sessions of the supreme body of the parliamen_
- . -:..bly of the BSEC, its General Assembly. At the regular PABSEC
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the support that our partners have given to the Russian proposal
the resources of the BSEC project Development Fund, however small
ght still be, toward implementing high-impact projects in the real
sector.
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3SEC is now reaching its maturity. lts fifteenth anniversary provides
a suitable
: - lunity to draw interim conclusions and make plans for the future
by building
,'.rat has been achieved. provided that the current policy
is pursued in the
-': the prospects for the BSEO look promising. our common task is to make
l'ganization more effective and capable of seeking and finding appropriate
s ro deal with the most pressing issues on the regional
agenda. This would be
:est response to the repeated attempts of certain countries, including those
BftJe the region, to establish structures that would duplicate or even
substitute
r BSEC.
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menting the programme of switching from the use of gasoline to natural gas in the
automotive transport. We are now in the process of coordinating our approaches
in this area, and we hope to sign relevant agreements in the near future.
Our policy is to involve in the BSEC activities the constituent entities of the Russian
Federation, in particular Krasnodar and Stavropol regions and Rostov district; we

are interested in launching full-scale cooperation among regions of the Member
States.
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Russian parliamentarians make their own contribution to strengthening the BSEC
activities. Our country hosted three sessions of the supreme body of the Parliamentary Assembly of the BSEC, its General Assembly. At the regular PABSEC meeting
held last November in Baku, we were actively engaged in discussing such issues

as increasing the effectiveness of the Organization, using alternative energy resources, strengthening the legal framework for the protection of intellectual property rights and addressing the negative effects of globalization with a view to preserving cultural diversity in the modern world.
On the whole, we are satisfied with the results achieved by the Black Sea Trade
and Development Bank. To date, it has signed $707 million wonh of loan agreements, with Russia accounting for $106 million. These funds are used to implement ten expert crediting projects involving such Russian companies as JSC
Severstal, ALROSA Co. LTD., JSC TolyattiAzot, etc.
We appreciate the support that our partners have given to the Russian proposal
to channel the resources of the BSEC Project Development Fund, however small
they might still be, toward implementing high-impact projects in the real sector.
Russian experts are taking part in drafting the framework document on cooperation between the BSEC and the European Union. We expect it to be adopted by
the end of this year.
The BSEC is now reaching its maturity. lts fifteenth anniversary provides a suitable
opportunity to draw interim conclusions and make plans for the future by building

on what has been achieved. Provided that the current policy is pursued in the
future, the prospects for the BSEC look promising. Our common task is to make
the Organization more effective and capable of seeking and finding appropriate
ways to deal with the most pressing issues on the regional agenda. This would be
the best response to the repeated attempts of certain countries, including those
outside the region, to establish structures that would duplicate or even substitute
the BSEC.
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For its part, Russia is willing to continue to fully support closer interaction within
the BSEC for the benefit of the countries and the peoples of the Black Sea region.
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action within

Serbia and the BSEC

r Sea region.

H.E. VUkDRASKOVIC
Minister of Foreign Affairs

Republic of Serbia

The Republic of Serbia held its first rotating Chairmanship of the Organization of
the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) from 1 November 2006 to 30 April
2007. As the most recent member of the Organization, it has endeavoured, from
the very outset, to make an active contribution to the strengthening of relations
between the Member States and to the implementation of the BSEC goals and
objectives. lt was guided by this imperative in identifying activities and areas of
cooperation. lt has paid particular attention to them during its six-month
Chairmanship, confident that the work and the results of the relevant BSEC
Working Groups will best promote the BSEC and make more visible the benefits
of this cooperation.
The Republic of Serbia is convinced that the BSEC has the capacity to contribute

to both the enhancement and the development of regional cooperation. That

is

why it has focused its priorities on addressing the current issues and on strengthening ties among the BSEC Member States and their citizens in the economic,
transport, cultural and other areas. With an eye to the future, it has focused in particular on youth education and protection of the environment.
Serbia became a BSEC member precisely at the time of its growing importance,
both regionally and globally. Therefore, the focus of its Chairmanship has been on
its own contribution to the strengthening of the BSEC's role in the international

community. ln view of the fact that two BSEC Member States, Bulgaria and
Romania, joined the European Union during the Serbian Chairmanship of BSEC
and in view of the activities undertaken by Greece towards the establishment of
BSEC-EU cooperation, the Republic of Serbia actively supports the efforts of
Greece, as well as those of Bulgaria and Romania, aimed at the establishment,
institutionalization and strengthening of cooperation between the BSEC and the
European Union. ln this context, Serbia believes that it is up to the EU Member
States having Observer status with the BSEC to clearly define the modalities of
BSEC-EU cooperation and their common approach, and to ensure significant
support to that end. This cooperation could take the form of technical assistance,
joint activities and projects, as well as through regional projects in many areas
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and understanding of each other. However, such sustainable tourism should aim
at having the least adverse effect on the environment and local culture, on the one
hand, and at increased earnings and creation of new jobs, on the other. More contacts and better knowledge among people will help promote artistic and cultural
values, and contribute to the understanding and appreciation of cultural heritage
and traditions. This will encourage cooperation among artists and cultural promoters, as well as raise the awareness of the need to protect cultural monuments and
preserve cultural heritage, but will also thwart the attempts at distorting, even obliterating historical facts about the life, creativity and achievements of nations in particular territories.
Bearing in mind the position of Serbia in the Black Sea region, I wish to emphasize the importance and the role of the Danube, our natural link with the Black Sea,
which is the transportation, commercial and developmental artery of the region
having the potential to stimulate the development of transport, trade, tourism and
services and to attract investments in these and other sectors of the economy.
Aspects of particular importance are further expansion of river shipping network
and building of adequate infrastructure, as well as the promotion of systems of
combined transport, which should encourage investment in the region and ensure
a solid basis for stable economic growth. lt is therefore necessary to use all the
potential of the Danube. I also wish to recall that the Republic of Serbia hosted the
Third Ministerial Conference of the Danube Cooperation Process held on the eve
of the meeting of the BSEC Foreign Ministers Councit in April 2007.
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The Republic of Serbia believes that an imperative requirement for all BSEC
Member States should also be responsibility for the future; activities in education

Ete trade and

should continue to be in the spotlight. By defining the prlorities of its Chairmanship
of the Organization, apart from its other activities, the Republic of Serbia decided
to initiate the establishment of closer relations among diplomatic academies of the
BSEC countries, thus completing similar initiatives already existing at bilateral
level. we are convinced that the education of young professionals, based on the
same or similar principles, can significantly contribute to better communication in
the region and successful cooperation in the future. That is why the Republic of
Serbia organized the first formal meeting of the representatives of diplomatic
academies of the BSEO Member States held in Belgrade on 30 and 31 January
2007. The meeting confirmed the existence of such an interest in all countries and
resulted in the adoption of the Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation
among diplomatic academies. Next to this, our priority task should be the estabIishment of close relations among diplomatic academies with a view to contributing to a better understanding of our students, the future participants in the multi-
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lateral processes in the region. This cooperation should include the exchange of
lecturers and students, establishment of regular electronic communication as well
as the definition and implementation of joint projects.
The Republic of Serbia, being aware of the upcoming challenges as well as of our
common responsibility with regard to the future, decided to place the encourage-

ment of environmental cooperation among its Chairmanship priorities.

lt

is

extremely important that awareness about the state of the environment becomes
part of everyday activities, from governments to elementary schools, and that the
＾

broadest possible segments of the population take part in these activities,
because the responsibility for the protection of the environment rests with all of us.
The Republic of Serbia will host the Sixth Ministerial Conference "The Environment

for Europe" in Belgrade from 10 to 12 October 2007, where further steps for
improved environmental protection and sustainable development will be discussed.

一
´・

＾︑

to implement them. This would help intensify cooperation among the BSEC

一

一・
一

The Republic of Serbia considers that all Member States should make additional
efforts to increase the efficiency of the Organization. Such efficiency could be
ensured through higher agreement on all crucial BSEC issues, overcoming potential disagreements and focusing on projects of common interest, as well as by a
greater engagement of Observer countries. lt is also necessary to involve relevant
institutes, scientific institutions and non-governmental organizations in the
process of developing common projects and to use all other available resources
Member States and thus contribute to the promotion of BSEC as a regional international organization the purpose of which is to improve the economic situation in
the Members States and the entire region.
I would like

to point out in particular that, during the Serbian Chairmanship, the
一一
一一

´

・
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process of BSEC reforms that has been going on with some interruptions since
2004, has been completed. The Republic of Serbia has come to recognize that all
BSEC countries share a common vision of ihe profile of the Organization in the
future and that they are ready to adopt a reform package. Accordingly, an informal meeting of the BSEC Committee of Senior Officials was held in Belgrade on
5 and 6 February 2007.ll adopted important decisions concerning the BSEC decision-making process, which marked a significant step forward towards creating a
more efficient Organization. Furthermore, Serbia sees continuity in the implementation of proposals and initiatives not only as an important tool in increasing
BSEC's effectiveness but also as a guiding principle when assuming the
Chairmanship and the responsibilities that it entails. By adhering to this principle,
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each Member State holding the Chairmanship should be encouraged to contribute to the implementation of the ongoing proposals and projects and to make
new, long-term proposals. ln other words, Serbia considers that BSEC should primarily be a project-oriented organization. ln this context, it is necessary to ensure
greater understanding and assistance not only of BSEC related bodies, i.e. the
Trade and Development Bank and the Business Council in particular, but also of
other financial institutions and business organizations.
At the end of its first Chairmanship of the BSEC, the Republic of Serbia remains
even more committed to the BSEC goals and objectives and it stands ready to
made additional efforts aimed at further strengthening the Organization of the
Black Sea Economic Cooperation.
However, South Eastern Europe faces another outstanding issue on the successful settlement of which hinges the destiny and future of the Republic of Serbia and
the entire region as well. The Special Envoy of the Secretary General of the United
Nations, Mr. MarttiAhtisaari, submitted to the UN Security Councila proposalthat
Kosovo and Metohija (an autonomous province of the Republic of Serbia administered by the United Nations since June 1999) be accorded the status of an inter-

national sovereign State. By making such a proposal, Mr. Ahtisaari has overstepped the mandate given to him by the UN Secretary General, because he had
been mandated to propose a new status for Kosovo and not a new status of the
internationally recognized State of Serbia by creating on its territory a new sovereign State, against its will and in breach of the UN Charter.
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In the name of one of the fundamental principles of the United Nations to guaran-

tee territorial integrity to the internationally recognized States, I urge that no support be given to the adoption of a resolution or any other document on forcibly
changing the existing internationally recognized borders of the Republic of Serbia,
a founding member of the United Nations.

The Republic of Serbia has no intention to rule over Kosovo and it completely
accepts the will of the Albanian majority to govern this territory independently. On
its part, the Republic of Serbia requests two things only: firstly, that its internationally recognized borders be not changed and secondly, that the rights of Serbs be
guaranteed as well as the Serbian religious, historical and cultural heritage in
Kosovo. Regarding all the rest of other than these two things, Serbia invests in
compromise, stability and a common European future. Compromise is also one of
the guiding principles of the international Contact Group for the status of Kosovo.
An independent Kosovo and a forcible disintegration of an internationally recog-
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nized State can in no circumstances be regarded as a compromise.
Kosovo cannot be declared either as a "unique case", because this would also
mean that Serbia is a unique State whose territorial integrity is not guaranteed by
the United Nations Charter. lt is true only that a violation of the integrity of the State
of Serbia would create a dangerous precedent resulting in the break-up of the territorial integrity of many other States.

I call for support to the United Nations Charter and the principle that the law
should be a source of power for the United Nations, and that force cannot be the
source of law. The law is precisely the source of the will of the citizens of the
Republic of serbia not to accept violence against the law and its own state.
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The Parliamentary Dimension of the
Black Sea Regional Cooperation

Georgi PIRINSKI
President
Parliamentary Assembly of the

Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (PABSEC)

The role of parliamentary diplomacy in enhancing international relations has substantially increased during the past decade. Regional interparliamentary organizations have rightfully occupied an important place among the institutions of world
politics. ln the contemporary world, the parliamentary component of interstate
relations has become an increasingly significant factor in addressing topical problems in the areas of security, stability, democracy and sustainable social and economic development.
Established in 1993 as a Parliamentary Dimension of the Black Sea Economic Coop-

eration (BSEC), the PABSEC proved to be an effective forum for inter-parliamentary
dialogue in the Black Sea region. With a membership of 76 parliamentarians representing the national parliaments of the twelve BSEC Member States, the PABSEC facilitates the mobilization of efforts by the national parliaments aimed at promoting
democratic values, rule of law, pluralistic society and market economy. The main objective of the PABSEC is to provide assistance to the national parliaments in enacting the laws that are necessary for the implementation of the projects elaborated within the framework of the Organisation of the BSEC and to establish the legislative foundation for successful multilateral economic, political and cultural cooperation in the
region.

The discussion of issues regarding regional economic cooperation complements
to a large extent the bilateral relations between States. Meetings in a regional format in the PABSEC framework secure regular contacts at parliamentary level
between States that may not have diplomatic relations. This helps to clarify positions regarding a number of interstate relations and to enhance an atmosphere of
trust among the Member States of our Organization, which is very specific in its
composition. As a whole, the PABSEC promotes a new understanding of partnership, overcoming the tendencies of technocratic governance in some countries
that undermine the role of parliaments.
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Today, PABSEC is a dynamic democratic forum for dialogue and cooperation at
inter-parliamentary level, as well as an important communication channel among
governmental institutions and the peoples of the region through their elected representatives. lnteraction among and between the national parliaments in the
PABSEC framework paves the way towards bringing countries together, strengthens parliamentary diplomacy and gradually builds an atmosphere of cooperation,
trust and stability in the region.
Multilateral economic cooperation and the challenges of sustainable development take priority in the agenda of the Assembly. The PABSEC has considered
the main aspects of regional economic cooperation and has elaborated relevant
recommendations on reaching a higher degree of integration of the BSEC region
into the European and world economy. The recommendations of the Assembly in
the sphere of transport, energy, agriculture, tourism, liberalization of trade and

facilitation of customs procedures, attraction and protection of investments,
establlshment of a regional stock-exchange, development and protection of small
and medium enterprises in the region, as well as fight against economic crimes
represent only a part of the efforts by the Assembly in this direction. Parallel to
these activities, the Assembly has organized important inter-parliamentary gatherings on topical economic issues - the First lnter-Parliamentary Conference on
the Environmental Protection of the Black Sea in 1996; the Seminar on Transport
Technology and lntegration of Europe in 1998; the seminar on Fostering
cooperation on sMEs and its Legal Framework in the Black sea Region in 199g;
the Seminar on lndustry and Trade in 1999; and the Seminar on Sustainable
Development in the 2l"tCentury in 2004.
Given the important role of transport in ensuring sustainable development in the
Black Sea region, and in the light of the activities and projects of the BSEC in the
sphere of transport, the PABSEC pays considerable attention to large-scale structural and institutional reforms in the transport system in the BSEC region, as well

as to the development of relevant contacts with rrans-European and

pan-

European networks and Central Asian countries. At the 26th Plenary Session of
the PABSEC GeneralAssembly in 2005 the Recommendation on "Development of
transporl infrastructure in the Black sea region" was adopted calling upon the
BSEC Member States to further their efforts on connecting the Black Sea region
with Trans-European and Pan-European networks.
Taking into account the fact that energy is one of the main prionties determined in
the BSEC Economic Agenda, the PABSEC discussed in 2003 the issue of cooperation in the field of energy and adopted a relevant report and recommendation
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)roviding a framework for improving coordination in the field of energy and inter-

ction among the BSEC Member States. ln addition to these undertakings, in
tr05 the Assembly discussed issues regarding energy resources and aspects of
he oil crisis, transportation of resources from the Caspian Sea, the problem of
ruclear energy use and environmental protection, as well as issues concerning
enewable energy resources at the Seminar on Energy and Environment jointly
rganized with the National Assembly of the French Republic. At the 28th Plenary
ession of the General Assembly in Baky, in November 2006, the
ecommendation on "Alternative Energy Sources and their Possible Application
r the Black Sea Region" was adopted stressing the necessity to create a fully
ompetitive internal energy markets and to enhance cooperation among the
SEC Member States in the development of alternative energy sources.
aving focused its activities on high-priority economic issues, the Assembly also
ldresses the problems of democracy and the rule of law. As declared in the
sphorus Statement and acknowledged at the BSEC Summit in June 1992, the
ain idea of a "new partnership among the Black Sea countries inspired by the
rlues of democracy, rule of law and respect for human rights" guides the whole
SEC process, which is constantly supported by the national parliaments and the
rliamentary Assembly. ln this respect, PABSEC adopted the Recommendations
"Strengthening the Rule of Law in the Black Sea Countries" and on
ooperation among the PABSEC Member Countries in Strengthening Good
:',/ernance", where it stressed the significance of parliamentary diplomacy, free
ections and separation of power as the most important instruments for the develment of a common legal basis, thus paving the way towards a new type of relanship among the countries in the region.

:rltoring elections is an important part of the Assembly's activities, which puts
crth the commitment of the parliamentarians to promote parliamentary democray and the rule of law in the new democracies. As a recent activity in this area, in
1006, a PABSEC delegation took part in monitoring the parliamentary elections in
lkraine.

-'.,

,.rg

acknowledged the fact that such social hardships as a dramatic decline in

-g standards, growing unemployment and poverty among people are widely

,:':ad in the transition

countries, the Assembly addressed the issue and adopt'ecommendations
on the social protection of migrants and displaced persons,
-r
, =^sroners, children, migrant workers, unemployed and women, calling for social
. - ='antees and new clearly defined social policies for the most vulnerable groups
,- "e population. ln 2003, the Assembly approved a report and recommendation
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on "The Fight against Poverty in the BSEC Member States", and in 2004, the
PABSEC adopted a repoft and recommendation on "lmproving Social, Economic,
and Civil Rights of People with Disabilities".
The Assembly attributes particular attention to cooperation in the cultural sphere.
ln this context, the Assembly adopted various recommendations on the protection

of cultural heritage and cooperation in the sphere of culture. ln 2006, the
Assembly adopted the Recommendation on "The dialogue among cultures as a
means to build trust among nations" and the Recommendation on "The process
of globalisation and the potential threat to cultural diversity". At the same time, the
initiative to organize the "Golden Ferry" Children and Youth Festivals of the BSEC
States (2001-2002) cemented friendly relations among the young people in the
region by promoting a spirit of partnership and cooperation for the new generation.
The Assembly attaches paramount importance to intensive interaction with the
Organization of the BSEC through the coordination of its activities and work plans
with the BSEC priorities, speeding up the ratification of the BSEC legal instruments by the national parliaments, exchanges of information and ideas. The
PABSEC also welcomed the inclusion of new items in the BSEC activities such
as security and stability in the region being considered by the Ad Hoc Group of
Experts. The facilitation of political dialogue aimed at strengthening good-neighbourly relations and regional stability is one of the priorities for the Assembly. The
PABSEC is ready to enhance its contribution at inter-parliamentary level for the
prevention and settlement of conflicts in the Black Sea region.
Being aware of the fact that terrorism in all its manifestations is a serious threat to
international peace and security, and to political, economic and social stability of
the BSEC Member States, the Assembly welcomed the draft of an Additional
Protocol on Combating Terrorism to the "Agreement among the Governments of
the Member States of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation on Cooperation in
Combating Crime, in Particular in its Organized Forms" and brought its own contribution to the final version of that document.
The PAtsSEC acquired its own identity on the international scene by establishing
contacts and developing cooperation, in particular, with such European institutions as the European Parliament, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of

Europe, the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly, the CIS lnter-Parliamentary
Assembly, the CEI Parliamentary Assembly and others.

つ乙
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e Black

sea regional cooperation is considered by the majority of countries as
element of wider European integration. At the time when the BSEC memberp includes members and the candidate countries to European Union, and
en the organization of the BSEC places its relation with the European Union at
c of its priorities, the interaction between the pABSEC and the European
rliament gains particular importance. The Assembly welcomes the regular parpation of European Parliament representatives in its sessions and supports
a
engthened relationship between these two parliamentary structures. The results
the visits to the European Parliament by the pABSEc high-level delegations in
02 and 2003 gave a strong impetus to the enhancement of that cooperation. At
r General Assembly in 200s, the pABSEC adopted a Recommendation on

a European Economic space", where it expressed its support to the
rcration of an EU Black Sea strategy regarding the inclusion of the Black sea
rperation in the EU regional policies. At the same meeting, the Assembly
pted the Recommendation on the "Black sea Region within the context of the
argement of the European Union", which stressed that the strong attraction of
membership provides a powerful incentive for domestic reforms toward condating political and economic stability and sustained economic groMh.
nbers of the Assembly also discussed the communication of the European
_"
- ssion to the European council and European parliament on "wider Europe
= :rbourhood: A New Framework for Relations with our Eastern and Southern
:-3ours" and outlined their opinion in a document that was forwarded to the
rpean Parliament. ln 2004, the Assembly adopted the Recommendation on
Framework of the cooperation between the pABSEC and the European
rnent". Moreover, the parliamentary conference "wider Black sea Region in
Jew European Architecture" organized by the Hellenic parliament in 2005
nin the framework of the BSEC Hellenic chairmanship and with the support of
lss and the PABSEC was another important step in the consolidation of coophon. ln addition, during the working visit of Mr. ouzky, Vice-president of the
::ean Parliament, to the PABSEC lnternational Secretariat in 2006, issues like
enlargement, the consequences of the EU growing involvement in the devel--=-ts in the Black Sea region;
and the ways and means for strengthening the
' -: cnal basis of interaction between
the pABSEC and the European
,-ent were discussed.
iiaping

ring concentrated its attention on the issues of democracy and good goverrce, the Assembly discussed at the meetings of the Legal and Political Affairs
mmittee the effectiveness of ombudsman institutions in the Black Sea region
I cooperation at the level of local authorities. ln this context, the pABSEC
pted a Recommendation on the "lnstitution of ombudsman in the BSEC
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Member States", which welcomed the fact that almost all the BSEC Member
States had established such institutions and noted that an impartial ombudsman
enhanced transparency and democratic accountability within States. The PABSEC
initiated a meeting of ombudsmen from the BSEC Member States in 2006, stressing that in the 21"'century the ombudsman institutions would play a more active
role in the Black Sea region in helping state institutions to understand the people's
growing expectations and demands through safeguarding human rights, underpinning the principles of human dignity, socialjustice, mutual respect and solidarity.

The Assembly has also given pafticular attention to the role of local authorities and

civil society in the Black Sea cooperation process. The PABSEC adopted a
Recommendation on "The Role of Local Governments in Strengthening
Cooperation in the Black Sea Region" stressing that political support at a local
level is one of the major elements for successful development of regional cooperation. Having in mind the growing role of civil society organizations in the world at
large and in the region in particular, the Assembly stressed the need for a more
dynamic engagement in that sphere.
ln order to reinforce and underpin regional cooperation, the Assembly sought to
involve new actors in this process. The organization of the Round Tables of the
Governors and Mayors of the Black Sea Capitals since 1g94, Meetings of the
Public Television Broadcasters since 2000, and of the Forum of the Presidents
of the Constitutional Courts of the Black Sea Member States in 2001 under the
PABSEC auspices provided additional frameworks for further cooperation and
interaction at various levels.
The Assembly has constantly stated its concern that the long-term prospects of
cooperation are hampered by internal instability and interethnic tensions. Local
conflicts undermine the political, economic and social structures in the region,
and they complicate the process of regional cooperation. Although the PABSEC
is not directly involved in peacekeeping and conflict resolution, it can find its niche
in looking for the ways to settle local conflicts. The PABSEC cannot serve as a
mechanism for direct conflict settlement, but it is fully equipped to create the
required preconditions and to promote objective information on debated issues.

The decisions and recommendations adopted in the framework of the
Parliamentary Assembly have a certain impact upon the process of regulation of
interstate relations in the region. Despite the fact that the PABSEC does not represent a source of actual public international law, some provisions of its recom-
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=^Cations have been included in legal practice and have been incorporated in
. :.cmary legal norms. The recommendations of the Assembly formulate the prin-

: :s of interaction among the BSEC Member States.
- - -:
.

-

Some of the recommenda-

lave resulted in the concrete conclusion of regional conventions and agree-

- -:S,

TABSEC, along with the other bodies of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
: -:work, has to fully exploit its possibilities in order to boost economic cooper=

-^ The members of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Organisation of the
.-,
Sea Economic Cooperation acknowledge that the Black Sea countries can
:::

:omorrow's challenges and resolve topical problems only through collective
at all levels to provide a common frame of cooperation for economic growth
crosperity.

--, :s
'

:
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The Role of the BSEC Business Council

Costas MASMANIDIS

Secretary General
BSEC Business Council (BSEC BC)

The Business Council is a Related Body of the BSEC Organization entrusted with
bringing together the business communities of the Region and facilitating their
cooperation.

Structure
Before elaborating on the strategy and activities of the Business Council, a
description of its organizational structure is in order. Each of the 12 BSEC Member
States has its own business cooperation platform, its own organisation that represents the country in the BSEC Business Council. The type of organisation varies
from country to country. lf we take Greece as an example, the Hellenic Business
Council has been established specifically for the purpose of representing the
country in the BSEC Business Council. lts members come from the major business associations and federations of the country. ln the case of the Russian
Federation we have the Russian National Committee consisting of various individual businesspeople as well as business organisations. ln the case of Turkey the
Foreign Economic Relations Board, DEIK, fulfils the role of the country business
cooperation platform. For most of the other countries, the organisation acting as
the local BSEC Business Council is their major Chamber of Commerce and
lndustry.
Each of the country organisations elects a person to represent the country on the

Board of Directors of the Business Council. The Chairmanship rotates synchronously with BSEC. The co-ordination of all activities is carried out through the
Business Council lnternational Secretariat, based in lstanbul.

Vision, mission
The Vision of the Business Council is to make an impact as an agent of change
and a contributor to the development of the private sector in the Black Sea region.
Its Mission is to promote regional integration and global integration, to contribute
to a business-friendly environment, to help attract foreign direct investments.

lmplementing this Mission requires a very focused approach. We always prioritize,
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focus and target our activities in order to maximize our impact and make the best
possible use of our resources.

Our strategic directions
The attention of the Business Council focuses on the small and medium-sized
enterprises of the Region. lt is SMEs that need support the most as they most
often lack experience and know how and resources to establish cross-border
cooperation. ln order to ensure that we address the real needs of SMEs, we frequently conduct informal field surveys in the various countries that we visit.
We have structured our strategy around six main directions:
1) Promoting Regional Economic Development
2) Promoting Business Cooperation
3) Disseminating Business lnformation
4) Helping SMEs Gain Competitiveness
5) Promoting Foreign lnvestments
6) lmproving the Business Climate
Let us now take a brief look at how we try to implement each strategic direction.

Promoting Regional Economic Development
The main thrust of regional economic development is borne by the various BSEC

working Groups, which are entrusted with the development of major regional
cooperation projects in Transport, Energy, Telecommunications, etc. The
Business council plays an important role in several of these working Groups by
presenting the point of view of the private sector as well as by offering its managerial expertise. We are also trying more and more to ensure the active involvement of businesspeople in these BSEC Working Groups.
Furthermore, the Business Council is maintaining a good cooperation with the
other BSEC Related Bodies and in particular with the BSTDB. Finatty, it is developing relations with international bodies such as OECD, as mentioned below.
P ro

moti n g

B usi

ness Coo pe ratio n

The objective of the Business council is to maximise its reach to as many as possible out of the millions of businesspeople in the Black Sea Region and this can
be only achieved through the continuously evolving lnformation Technology. The
main networking instrument that the Business Council is employing is the Black
sea Business opportunity Network (BSBIN, www.bsbin.com), developed and
hosted by its member, the Romanian Chamber of Commerce and Industrv. lt is a
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Therefore, it intends to continue the work it has already started in this area by
organising or co-organising fora specifically targeted on SMEs (and not just the
scientific communities), helping them introduce innovation management in their
daily work.

lmpr
Our

for a
contr

ronrT

At the same time, the Business Council Secretariat offers its free services for direct
training of SME personnel towards the improvement of their competitive skills. ln

alike

the framework of its training activities, the Business Council has delivered on various occasions a series of presentations with both managerial and motivational
content. lt has also established cooperation agreements with international consulting and training companies for cost effective training programmes around the

Whilt

Region.

that

Promoting Foreign lnvestments
Attracting Foreign Direct lnvestments (and the related issue of helping improve the
business and investment climate) have always been high among the priorities of
the Business Council. We consider that FDI is very beneficial to the countries of
the Region not only for the capital and the new jobs it helps create but, even more
importantly, for the management know how and the new work mentalities it brings
in. Furthermore, the best way for local companies to integrate in the global marketplace is to link their supply chains to those of the multinational investors.

At thr

ln the past, the Business Council had established a strategic partnership with
OECD through the launching of the Black Sea lnvestment lnitiative. Despite several activities that took place, there was, unfortunately, no possibility to make concerted, systematic efforts with measurable results due to the lack of proper funding of the project. However, cooperation with OECD has continued and we participate actively in the annual OECD Global lnvestment Fora. Moreover, the Business
Council has been holding various technical discussions with UNDP regarding its
trade-investment promotion project and is ready to engage in a formal cooperation with it to contribute to the fruition of the project.
The Business Council utilises every opportunity provided by international conferences to create awareness about the strengths of the Region as a very attractive
investment destination. The lnformation Gateway of course is also an effective tool
in these awareness-creation efforts.
Lastly, the Business Council is currently experimenting with the creation of one-

stop shops in the Member States that will help SMEs wanting to invest with the
first important steps in setting up an operation.
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lmproving the Business Climate
Our surveys show that perhaps the most important need businesspeople have is
for a favourable, obstacle-free business climate. The Business Council aspires to
contribute in as many ways as possible to the improvement of the business environment, to the benefit of businesspeople in the Region and foreign investors
alike.

while most countries in the Region have been making progress in introducing
reforms aiming at the elimination of disincentives for business and investments,
businesspeople complain they are still facing many obstacles (bureaucracy, corruption, unclear legislation, lack of predictability, complex taxation systems etc.)
that have a negative impact on their competitiveness.
At the same time, there are many non-tariff barriers-to-trade that obstruct crossborder business cooperation and prevent the Black sea Region from being considered as an integrated, sizable regional market. The most severe barriers have
to do with slow, bureaucratic and complicated border-crossing procedures, customs formalities as well as the difficulties in obtaining visas for businesspeople.
Businesspeople insist that the priority should be on solving exactly these major
border-crossing related issues. Other barriers are more technical in nature (e.g.
hbelling requirements) and are not seen by many as priority areas.
Therefore, the cooperation of businesspeople with the governments of our Region
in identifying and eliminating these disincentives is of paramount importance. With

this in mind, the Secretariat takes every opportunity to encourage the business
communities to speak out about the problems they face and to engage in a systematic cooperation wlth their governments in addressing them. This encouragement is actually more substantial than it sounds, as several countries do not yet
have well-developed institutions that can bring the voice of the private sector to
the policymakers. Our future plans call for a regional network of mutual support
that will help build the capacity of our business institutions to enable them to play
more effectively their advocacy role. To this end, the Business Council has been
seeking the partnership of European business and sectoral organisations as well
as international organisations.
Conclusions
The BSEC Business Council is a dynamic part of the BSEO organisation. while
putting a lot of emphasis on issues related to business climate, it has also instituted various programmes of direct interventions in favour of the SMEs of the Black
Sea Region. At various times and for specific projects it has cooperated with inter-
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naJonal organisalons such as OECD,UNECE,UNIDO,UNCttAD as we‖
national,regional and international business associations.
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The Black Sea Trade and Developmert Bank:
A Vehicle for Regional Cooperation

HayrettinKAPIAN
President
Black Sea Trade and Development Bank (BSTDB)

Background
The idea of creating a development bank focused upon the Black Sea Region
dates back to the initial Summit Declaration of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation, done in lstanbul on 25 June 1992. ln Paragraph 16 of the Summit
Declaration, the Member States of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC)
state that "they will consider the possibilities and the ways of establishing a 'Black
Sea Foreign Trade and lnvestment Bank'."
The name of the institution was modified to the Black Sea Trade and Development
Bank (BSTDB) in order to reflect the focus that the founders wished to give to it.
BSTDB came into existence with the Agreement Establishing the Black Sea Trade
& Development Bank, agreed by the eleven founding Member States of BSEC in
Tbilisi on 30 June 1994 and subsequently ratified by each State.

As defined in the opening article of the Establishing Agreement, "The purpose of
the Bank shall be to effectively contribute to the transition process of the Member
States towards the economic prosperity of the people of the region and to finance
and promote regional projects and provide other banking services to projects of
the public and private sectors in the Member States and trade activities among the
Member States".
For BSTDB, this has translated into a dual mandate to (i) promote regional cooperation among, and (ii) support economic development in, Member States principally via the financing of operations in the private and public sectors. This dual
mandate has guided the operational vision of the Bank to establish itself as a preeminent partner financial instituiion for the Black Sea Region:
o catalyzing regionaltrade and investment;
o attracting external investors;
o nurturing regional businesses and financial institutions, and
o contributing to cooperation in the Black Sea Region and to the promotion
of common regional perspectives.
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The Bank operates as a sound, independent financial institution which mobilizes
resources from within and from outside the Region for the provision of products
and services tailored to regional business needs and anticipated trends that are
consistent with the development and co-operation objectives of the Member
States.
The shareholders of BSTDB are the founding Member States of BSEC. Their holdings at the establishment of the Bank broke down as follows:

Albania 2.0%
Armenia 2.0%

Bulgaria
Georgia

Azerbaijan 2.1Yo Greece

13.5%

MOldova

20%
Romania
16.5%
Russia

tturkey

16.5%

13.5% Ukraine
16.5%

2.00/O

13.5%

The initial authorized capital of the Bank was SDR 1 billion', divided into SDR 300
million paid-in capital and SDR 700 million callable capital. The Bank enjoys preferred creditor status.

Operational History
The decision of the Bank to participate in a financing venture is based upon a
combination of factors including the contribution of a proposed operation to
development and regional cooperation, and the economic sustainability or financial viability (for public or private operations respectively) of the operation.
Moreover, while covering costs is essential, maximizing profitability is not the
Bank's top priority - for its shareholders the main considerations are the contribution to development and regional cooperation.
The Bank by and large offers the same financial products as other international
financial institutions: mainly loans, but also equity investment, guarantees, or
combinations of the above depending on the requirements of the potential recipient and the nature of the operation. The term of loans in general ranges from 3 to
7 years, but the Bank may lend up to 15 years in exceptional circumstances that
are significant for mandate fulfillment. The pricing of a loan is determined by the
cost of capital, a margin to cover costs, and a risk margin, while security requirements depend on the nature of the operation and the client; sovereign guarantees
are not required but may be accepted.
A distinctive feature of the Bank, relative to other international organizations, is its
explicit mandate to promote trade via the provision of financing, as a result of the
concern of the Bank's shareholders about (i) the low levels of commerce among
'SDR=Specraノ praⅣing Rig力 rs̲ブ s,P aρ ρrttmaわ ly θ9υ aた
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the countries of the Black
sea Region, and (ii) the lack
of institutional infrastructure avairabre to promote
commer-ce. To this end,
the
B;"[ trade finance pro_
gramme is offered mainly
through revotving creoit tines
tJ to"ut tinrn"iar intermeo-,,i, ,roortins rrom Mli.o".
H$ffirilXs,f,,15",|,.J,;;n"i',j"to
states and to
Foilowing the Estabrishing
Agreement and its ratification,
BSTDB
ind commenced operations inlrn" was formaily
year of operations, the
19g9. rn its first
Bank ,pprou"J i*o operations
for financing, beginning
with participation in the Trans-B;ilr;;;"'piperine
project,-in *i,"n the Bank
part in a syndication to
took
support *re coistruction of.a
gas compressor station,
five member countries, benetiting;;;y
with
and. indirecry fiom the operation.
subsequenry, the Bank's porrrorio"ot
to balance the need for expansion oiJrr,on. nr. g.*n ui-u ,rt" which seeks
*]t-ir," need to rend prudenry in order
estabrish the reputation
to
of the Bank as a sound financiar
institution. As Figure 1
shows' as of 31 December
2006, th; er"r.,; portforio
had grown to 72 .perations
for US$ 875 miilion approved
by the Bank,s Board ot oirE"-,*",
of which 63 for
with the
",-o;;;bursed and out_
estabrished in February
1998
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During 2006, the Bank's portfolio grew 30% over 2005 in terms of Board
approvals, whereas the portfolio of signed operations increased 22% in volume
terms and the amounts disbursed and outstanding rose 14%. Furlhermore, the
Bank achieved its second consecutive positive outturn for a fiscal year, with profits before provisions increasing to US$ 19 million - an increase ol2B/" over 2005
outturns, and net profit growing to US$ 17 million - representing an increase of
over 250"/" over 2005.

These figures indicate that, while the Bank is still small, it has reached a level of
maturity that has helped to establish its position in the wider Black Sea Region as a
key option for firms seeking to obtain greater access to funds and to mitigate certain country risks. The figures also reflect the conscious strategy of the Bank: while
it is essential for the institution to grow, this must be achieved prudently at a manageable pace with close attention to the selection of operations that will permit the
build-up of a high-quality portfolio. This approach may have cost the Bank participation in some business opportunities, and some foregone earnings, but it has helped
the institution (i) to build its name in a marketplace full of well-established competitors, (ii) to find a niche for its products and services in this crowded marketplace,
and (iii) to keep the number of problem operations to a minimum. ln its existence to
date, the Bank has had two problem operations and achieved a recovery in excess
of B0% with favourable prospects for the second as well.

This prudent groMh approach has not only helped the Bank to build credibility
with its business partners, it also contributed to the Bank achieving a Baa2 (BBB
equivalent) credit rating with Moody's in 2003, which at the time was better than
the credit rating of 10 of its 11 shareholders. That credit rating was upgraded to
Baal (BBB+ equivalent) in October 2006, once again better than that of 10 of the
Bank's 11 shareholders and reflecting (i) the Bank's positive results and
favourable prospects and (ii) the improved ratings of its shareholders over the last
few years such that 60% of the Bank's shares are held by Member States having
achieved an investment grade rating (at least Baa3).
During its seven plus years of operation, BSTDB has sought to promote BSEC and
the countries which comprise the Black Sea Region in the course of its activities.
It has hosted annual Business Day events which rotate among the Member States
and highlight business opportunities and sectoral issues relevant to the Black Sea
Region, as well as host country points of interest. ln addition, the Bank has sponsored focused events with external agencies such as the EU and OECD which
draw attention to regional developments and prospects. This has involved coordination with other BSEC bodies such as PERMIS and the Business Council.
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BSTDB has also developed relationships and ties with entities
from outside the

BSEC Region which have shown interest in becoming involved
in some or all of
the countries of the wider Black sea Region. For the most part,
the Bank has
sottght to develop these links operationally, with interested investors
and financial
nstitutions. ln the case of the latter, particularly, the Bank has cultivated
relations
rith private sector banks and leasing firms as well as official national lending
insti-

trtions and multilateral development banks. The common theme in the
develop-

ment of these relations is an interest in strengthening activities in,
and ties to, the
Back Sea Region, with BSTDB facilitating the entry of these institutions,
or
sirengthening their presence. The Bank has also sought the development
of closer ties with the European Union (EU) and its related institutions. The Bank
is
acknowledged as a multilateral development bank in the EU,s Directive
m0,Gl4BlEC of 30 June 2006 for the application of the key principles
of Basle ll
(concerning capital adequacy requirements and tfre
regutaiion of credit institu-

tbns).

Furthermore, BSTDBtras been an active participant in two Working
Groups established between the European Commission (EC) and multilateral
development
banks focusing (i) on new EU countries, Accession candidates,
and potential
candidates (covering Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, and Albania) and (ii)
on Eastern
Europe, the southern caucasus, Russia, and central Asia (covering
Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Mordova, Ukraine and potentiaily Russia).
Theie groups
have proved to be useful fora for discussion among the institutions
involved, information sharing, strategy development, coordination of policies,
and networking.

looking Ahead
BSTDB operates in a diverse setting, as the Black Sea Region
exhibits great variation in terms of economic structures, levels of economic development-,
geogra_

phy, and demography.

This requires that the Bank tailor its strategies to the
requirements of individual countries even as it tries to maintain
commonality of
principles and consistency of approach in the assessment
and selection of operations. This is challenging enough, but is further complicated
by one significant
common characteristic which the countries share - allthe economies
are growing
at rates which range from healthy to truly exceptional. As
a whole, the Region hal
experienced sustained economic groMh against a background
of macroecono_
mic stability and improving business environments since 2ooo.
lt has registered
average GDP groMh of 53% annually between 2000 and 2006,
nearly double the
3.0% growth observed globally. Thus the Bank also operates
in a rapidly chang_
ing context, in which its member countries are in considerable
flux, with changing
operating environments and business needs which in turn necessitate
that the
Bank stay up to date and on top of what is occurring in these
markets. As the mar87
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kets become more stable and confident, and increase in maturity, the banks and
firms will require (i) more sophisticated financial products, and (ii) demand greater
time horizons and often more complicated structures against a backdrop of
shrinking margins.

Against this backdrop, BSTDB activities in coming years will be guided by its
Medium Term Strategy and Business Plan 2007-2010, approved by the Bank's
Board of Governors in December 2006. The institution's principal objectives will
be to continue making steady and measurable progress in the following areas
which are necessary in order to ensure the long term viability of the Bank: (i) institutional consolidation; (ii) asset quality; (iii) cost control; (iv) profitability; and (v)
productivity. The Bank's operational goal for the period 2007 - 2010, according to
its core scenario, is to double its total outstanding exposure and reach approximately SDR 600 million by end 2010. This will be reflected in an annual average
growth rate in total outstanding disbursements of 19o/o. The Bank targets achieving an A3 risk rating from Moody's by 2010.
The Bank intends to follow a similar strategy in broad terms to the one it has imple-

mented thus far, seeking to expand its portfolio in a manageable and prudent
manner, with (i) 'bankability' - the financial viability of an operation - and (ii) relevance to mission continuing to serve as the overriding factors in determining the
possibility of Bank involvement. Where there are changes in focus, it is partly a
result of the changing profile of the Region and the need to stay relevant not only
to the needs of the existing pool of potential client firms, but to expand to support
the developing business environment in the Bank's shareholder countries. Thus,
in addition to large, good credit risk, established companies, the Bank intends to
expand assistance, gradually but steadily, to so-called 'second tier' firms - less
well established or known firms with a smaller track record, but which show
groMh promise, management quality, and vision. This will entailjudiciously simplifying requirements and taking calculated risks in terms of structures, products,
tenors etc., in order to achieve higher development impact. The main targets
would include medium sized locally incorporated companies that are dynamic,
with rapidly expanding operations, and additional features such as being export
oriented, generating technology and know-how transfer, and creating employment. More broadly, this will involve expanding the use of local financial intermediaries to access small and even 'micro'firms and help them to expand and develop their potential. This in turn fits well with the Bank's intent to expand its operations in the financial sector, supporting the institutional development, delivery
capacity and financial strengthening of regionally active financial institutions. ln
this context the Bank will provide greater financial support to the SME sector and
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will also continue its promotion of trade
activities. The Bank will also target clients
utirities and pubric agencies,
and environmentar benefits.

h the pubric sector, incruding municiparities, pubric
br which operations may yietd imporiant efficiency

ln order to achieve greater regional
cooperation impact, the Bank intends to
inten_
sify its focus on cross-border operations,
particularly in infrastructure related
sectors' such operations possess high shareholder
value for the Bank and are therefore priority

activities. However, ih"y
be cosily and time consuming to put
together' and their cross-border nature
"rnand usual requirement
for public sector
oarticipation (as borrower, guarantor, concession provider,
ricensor, faciritator,
etc') increase comprexities. such risk may
be mitigaied through cooperation with
other financiers.

The varues that constitute the foundation
of the Bank,s corporate curture are
integrity, professionar competence, royarty
to the institution, commitment to the
Region and to the institution's sharehorders,
understanding of the Bank,s mission,
fansparency and discrosure of information,
and sound corporate governance.
The Bank is committed to achieving proper
checks and balances that enhance
rsponsibility and accuracy without compromising
efficiency and ensuring com_
pliance with adopted policies
and procedures which are tl.rl cornerstones
of its
corporate governance framework. BSTDB,s
duar mandat", to prorote economic
development and regional cooperation,
will help to keep the institution relevant
as
the countries give emphasis to particular
sectors for growth and increase their
economic integration and complementarity.
ln terms of its rerations with externar
actors, the key chailenge for BSTDB in
com_
ing years wiil be to estabrish cooperation
on an operationar rever _ namery the co_
fnancing of projects, programmes, and
other operations. This appries to rerations
with nationar

and internationar financiar institutions,
as weil as the EU, which is
planning to increase its commitment
to the Black sea Region, albeit at differential
rates that depend upon each individual
country,s relationship with the EU. The

Bank also prans to support the deveiopment
of

a

muitiiaterar ,Brack

sea
Dimension' of the EU in its dearings
with the Region, in cooperation with BSEC
PERMIS and the other partner Rerated
Bodies. croser cooperation and coordina_
tion with the entire BSEC famiry is necessary
in order to herp promote the Brack
sea and to improve information sharing
withrn the Region, uni kno*r"dge about
the Region to outsiders. This wi, invorJe
taking advantage of the fact that BSEO
and its organizational infrastructure represent
the sole inltitutions focused upon
the wider Black sea.Region and the promotion
of economic deveropment and
cooperation
therein that is whoily owned and operated
by the countries

which
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comprise the wider Black Sea Region. This is testimony to the sense of regional
interest and collective 'ownership' of the Member States.
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The COntribution Of the lnternational Centre for Black Sea Studies

Dimitrios TRIANTAPI{YLLOU

Director General
International Centre for Black Sea Studies (ICBSS)

The lnternational Centre for Black Sea Studies (ICBSS) was founded in Athens in
1998 as a non-profit organisation. lt has since served a dual function: on the
one

hand, it is a related body of the organisation of the Black sea Economic
Cooperation (BSEC) and serves as its acknowledged think tank. On the other

hand, it is an independent research and training institution focusing on the wider

Black Sea area. As a result, the ICBSS is a uniquely positioned expert on
the Black
Sea area and its regional cooperation dynamics.

The ICBSS in many regards owes its creation to Yannis Valinakis, Greece,s
current Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, who, in the mid-1990s, in his capacity
as
Director of a leading foreign policy think tank, had the foresight to identify
the
need for a research centre with a particular focus on the wider Black area.
Upon
the establishment of the Centre, the BSEC eventually recognized it and accepted
it as part of the BSEC institutional family. An early step was made with
the BSEC
charter of 1998 which included an article on promoting "cooperation among the
academic communities, scholars and scientists of the Member States.,, ln October
1999, the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member
States mentioned specifically the ICBSS for the first time and called upon it to play role
a
in
enhancing cooperation between the BSEC and the European Union (EU) by elab_
orating "sectoral studies on the interface of the BSEC projects with the existing
EU
programmes, addressed to the BSEC, and to pay, at the same time, particular
attention to common areas of interest." ln April 2002, lhe ICBSS was recognised
by the Council as a de facto related body of the BSEC and as a facilitator
of academic cooperation, while in June 2OO4 a new article was introduced in the BSEC
Charter spelling out the legal identity and the specific attributes of the ICBSS.
The
BSEC charter, thus amended, is in the process of ratification, with serbia,
Georgia, Armenia, Bulgaria and Greece having completed the legal requirements

to date.

As a later addition to the group of BSEC related bodies, the ICBSS has had to
catch up with the established practices and procedures within BSEC and to carve
a specific niche for itself. The amount and quality of its contribution to
the work of
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the BSEC have grown progressively not just in terms of producing relevant scholarly studies but also drafting a number of policy papers and legal proposals pertaining to the Organisation's reform process.
The ICBSS has primarily focused its activities on enhancing the relations between
the BSEC and the EU, promoting policy making at a regional level in the field of
science and technology, assisting the BSEC in defining its economic agenda,
leading the way in making good governance a mainstay of the BSEC, exploring
possibilities for cooperation in the energy sector, and providing substantive inputs
toward increasing the overall effectiveness of the Organisation. The Centre has
also put, in recent years, much effort into international outreach activities aiming
to promote better awareness about the ICBSS and the BSEC. Consequently, the
integration of the ICBSS into the BSEC family has been relatively quick, as the
ICBSS seized the opportunity early on to involve itself steadfastly in the
Organisation's work.
A brief overview of the ICBSS contribution to regional cooperation in science and
technology, to enhanced relations with the EU, and to a broader international outreach is provided below just in order to illustrate with concrete examples its proactive approach.

Policy Making in the field of Science and Technology
The ICBSS involvement in this field can be principally seen as part of the interaction with the EU. The ICBSS has contributed significantly toward a regional concept of policy-making in science and technology and has been a key contributor
to the advancement of relations between the BSEC and the EU in this sphere.
Since 2004, the ICBSS has managed two EU co-funded projects under the 6'h
Framework Programme on the technological and research potential of the Black
Sea region (BS-ResPot) and on the formulation and implementation of a relevant
BSEC Action Plan (ActionPlan-BS).
Work within the context of ResPot concentrated on mapping and evaluating the
research and technological development (RTD) systems and institutions in the
BSEC region; assessing the prospects for the establishment of a Black Sea innovation centre; and finding ways to enhance coordination of RTD policies among
the BSEC Member States and with the EU. One of the main objectives of the
ResPot project was also to enhance cooperation between the National Academies
of Sciences (NAS) of the BSEC Member States. Finally, in order to implement this
project, the ICBSS cooperated closely with the Turkish and Ukrainian Academies
of Science and other expert partners from Greece and Austria.
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-': -3t onPlan-Bs project had a direct impact on BSEC policy making in science
,- - ,:chnology leading to the adoption of a Joint Declaration and the BSEC
- ' - ^ Plan on cooperation in that field by the Ministers Responsible for Science
,'

--

-echnology (Athens, 28 September 2005), and the subsequent endorsement

'-lse documents by the 13'n Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs
-

- l:tober

:

I

(Chisinau,

2005).

-a:rying through those two projects, the ICBSS pioneered active access to,

: - -se of, funds from existing EU financial instruments to the benefit of regional
. -:eration in the BSEC framework. Given the limited financial resources of the

-:=l

countries for funding regional projects, one can realize the significance of
,.
' -'ed access to EU funds for more ambitious regional projects.

--= sgnificance of the ICBSS-managed projects is not

limited to their financial
ln fact, they advanced the concept of 'BSEC-wide projects'covered by
a lable financing instruments and programmes of the European community.
--:= =.rcncept of BSEC-wide projects (involving all 12 BSEC Member States) was
' . acknowledged as providing added value through multilateral cooperation.

,,::lis,

-:::action with the European Union
1998, the ICBSS has paid special attention to the
r:=l EU relationship by identifying areas of common interest and potential
:::ration at institutional level as well as between the respective Member States.

: -:: ts establishment in

. - -2. the ICBSS published a book together with the Centre for European Policy

:.s cle synergies between the BSEC and the EU

:-

in the fields of energy and the

'cnment.

-

- :ser and more productive relationship between the neighbouring regions has
- 'ed increasing significance over recent years, especially in the light of the
:. -rean Union's enlargement process and the growing geopolitical importance
- -: Black sea region. As the official thinktank of the BSEC, the IQBSS has been
.., actively involved in developing a conceptual basis for institutionalised BSEC: , ': ations. Mandated by the BSEC council in 2005, the ICBSS coordinated the
, " of an ad hoc Group of Experts charged with the task of preparing a working
:: :r on BSEC-EU interaction. The ICBSS draft, with contributions from the BSEC
:-3er States, was eventually adopted as an official BSEC policy document in
.- -.ary 2007, reflecting the BSEC approach to enhancing relations with the
,,:

-

-- oe?fl Union.

=

CBSS has since continued to concentrate on developing further synergies
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between the BSEC and the EU, especially after the publication of the dedicated
Communication of the European Commission in April 2007.For the lnternational
Centre for Black Sea Studies this breakthrough in the relations between the two
organisations is a cause for professional satisfaction but also a challenge to think
ahead even more ambitiously and yet realistically.
As the interaction between the BSEC and the EU moves on from the declaratory
phase into the realm of concrete deeds with an eye to the future, the ICBSS has
begun to concentrate on a number of questions which would assist the BSEC in
defining its positions. These include:
o Which specific areas of interaction belong to the domain of policy dialogue?
Which ones make coordination necessary and possible? Which ones allow
for immediate cooperative action?
o What should the forms of BSEC involvement, as a representative regional
organisation, with the various regional EU-sponsored programmes/initiatives such as the Baku lnitiatives for energy and transport, TRACECA, INOGATE, the Black Sea Commission, and others be?
o What steps should the BSEC take in its relations with other neighbouring
regions such as Southeastern Europe or Central Asia?
o How could enhanced cooperation with the EU impact on the positive resolution of outstanding issues, including "frozen conflicts" in the region and
what, if any, the BSEC's role could be?
o How to make interparliamentary dialogue more substantive?
o How to further enhance BSEC capacity-building in terms both of institutional and human resources with targeted reforms in order to cope with the
challenges of enhanced interaction?
o How to foster cooperation among policy research communities across the
BSEC space and the EU in order to sustain and enrich the interaction?

lnternational outreach
The continued efforts to improve relations with the European Union are part of a
larger initiative by the ICBSS to reach out to institutions and organisations both
within and outside the BSEC space in order to strengthen the Centre's role as a
leading point of reference for the wider Black Sea area and, as a consequence, to
better explain the BSEC's potential and role. ln this respect, the ICBSS is contin-

uously improving and updating its website with relevant documentation and
updating its ever growing contacts base. The ICBSS has also been increasingly
establishing contacts with national and international, public and private institutions
abroad to promote itself and has begun to co-organise events with partner institutes. lt has also been steadily increasing its publications output and distributing
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them to an ever growing network of stakeholders across the globe.

Summing up
The lnternational Centre for Black Studies is coming of age along with the rest of
the BSEC. The growing international interest in the wider Black Sea area and the
obvious synergies among the BSEC Member States and with the European Union
and other non-European entities provide the ICBSS with an ever expanding menu
of agenda items for research, policy advice, publications and cooperative opportunities that need to be grasped, assessed and acted upon in order to fully exploit
its potential and its role within the BSEC family. The ICBSS will be celebrating its
own 1Oth Anniversary in 2008 and looks forward to commemorating many more
such events by building upon its acquis of knowledge and expertise.
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The Role of the Permanent International Secretariat
within the BSEC Framework

Ambassador Leonidas CHRYSANTI{OPOULOS
Secretary General
Permanent International Secretariat of the BSEC

The BSEC was established on 25 June 1992, upon the initiative of the late
President of Turkey, when the Heads of State and Government of eleven countries
signed the Summit Declaration and the Bosphorus Statement in lstanbul. With the
entry into force of its Charter on 1 May 1999, BSEC acquired international legal
identity and was transformed into a full{ledged regional organization, the
Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation.
It was the period following the collapse of the Soviet Union. The founding fathers
of BSEC had a vision to create an Organization that could promote peace and stability in the Black Sea region through economic cooperation - but also by combin-

ing forces and abilities throughout the region to make a significant step into the
new millennium.
ln these '15 years, BSEC has built a permanent and extensive institutionalframework of cooperation that covers all levels of governance (intergovernmental - the
Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs being the highest decision-making organ,
parliamentary - PABSEC is the parliamentary dimension of BSEC, financial BSTDB is the trade and development Bank of BSEC, the BSEC Business council,
and the lnternational centre for Black sea studies - the BSEC's think tank).

And here is where the role of the Secretariat (Permanent lnternational Secretariat
- PERMIS) appears as a body functioning under the authority of the Chairman-inOffice that is executed by the Secretary General. lt has the important role of coordinating BSEC activities and ensuring that BSEC functions effectively and contributes to the development of the region and its people.
PERMIS is also the living memory of BSEC, since it is the depositary of the
charter, Protocol, Agreements made and signed by BSEC as well as of all council
Resolutions and Decisions that have been adopted since the beginning of the
Organization. According to the rules set out for us (Rule ll of the Staff Regulations),
we are also entrusted with administrative and secretarial functions, attendance of
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BSEC meetings and events, preparation of Progress Reports on BSEC activities,

etc. We are also charged with other competences that make a significant contribution toward promoting our common interests and projects:
. to monitor and facilitate progress in the elaboration and implementation of
projects and programmes of common interest;
. to conduct consultations with the Member States, Observers, BSEC related
bodies and non-governmentalorganizations (NGOs) that are involved in the
BSEC activities;

o to maintain dialogue with international organizations and third countries
under mandate given by the Council and in consultation with the Chairmanin-Office.

Whatever tasks are entrusted to us in the Rules of the Staff Regulations and the
corresponding Job Descriptions, they are implemented by PERMIS. But since that
is not sufficient for promoting the Organization, we have embarked on an internal
streamlining of PERMIS to reduce the paperwork and facilitate the tasks of the
Chairman-in-Office. We have also assumed the task of monitoring the implementation of Resolutions, Decisions and Recommendations of the Council, as was
decided by the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Moscow on 1 November
2006.

Focus on Communication - internal and external
At the Secretariat we see as an objective of our work to focus on establishing bet-

ter communications among the Member States. ln this respect we amplified our
efforts to provide the Member States with comprehensive information on all contacts of PERMIS with the Member States, Observers, Related Bodies and
lnternational Organizations. Since communication is a two-way road, PERMIS has
also asked the Member States to provide it with information on their contacts with
third countries or parties, if BSEC-related issues are discussed. Such information,
once disseminated by the Secretariat to the Member States, results in everyone
speaking to these countries in one voice on BSEC-related issues.
And we are on the right track with this approach. The first results can be seen in
the rapprochement that is taking place between BSEC and the EU. The comprehensive information exchanged, through the Secretariat, among the Member
States enabled us to speak in one voice to the EU.
Another area where we see a need for further emphasis is promoting BSEC to its
people - within the BSEC countries and beyond. We have to bring BSEC out of the
twilight zone and promote the work and projects that are being done by it. And
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we
also here the first fruits of our achievements have started to become visible.
opinhave developed excellent contacts with the Turkish, BSEC and international
press conferion-leading media. During bilateral visits to BSEC Member States,
regional
in
national,
positive
echo
a
ences and interviews are given which spread
appeared
have
and international publications. As a result, many positive articles
concerning BSEC and its new project-oriented approach'
being pubFurthermore, the BSEC newspaper "The Black Sea News" has started
of
supervision
the
lished in Ankara. (lt was published before in Thessaloniki under
the Black sea Trade and Development Bank.) Now, we at PERMIS are closely
with the editors, providing them with information on BSEC developcooperating
ments. For the future we envision this BSEC publication becoming a true commu-
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nication medium between us and our people with commentaries, reports and
be
opinions of our readers. The task of informing our peoples about BSEC should
to proundertaken also by each of the Member States by using their mass-media
mote our Organization.
An effective and proiect-oriented BSEC
BSEC, in the last few months, has transformed itself into a project-oriented
for the
Organization. On 1 November 2006, the Memorandum of Understanding
Memorandum
the
Cotrdinated Development of the Black Sea Ring Highway and
BSEC
of Understanding on the Development of the Motorways of the Sea in the
lt is
Moscow.
in
Affairs
Foreign
of
Ministers
of
region were adopted by the council
been
have
magnitude
such
projects
of
toittre first time in the history of BSEC that
adopted and are now at a stage of being ready for implementation. PERMIS
played an important role in their adoption and will also participate in the Steering
us to
Committee for the implementation of the first Memorandum, thus enabling
project.
phase
this
of
assist in the coordination of the implementation

The enhanced relations between BSEC and the EU have brought both

and
Organizations closer together. At the Secretariat we believe that the follow up
than
more
be
will
we
coordination of relevant activities will end up on our desk;
to assume this task since we are convinced of the importance of this

happy

enhanced cooPeration.

cooperation with regional and international organizations
forum of
The Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation constitutes a
economic cooperation stretching from the Balkans to the Caucasus and beyond,
milcovering an area of nearly 20 million square kilometres and a market of 370
and
continents
two
lion people, its Member States spanning a bridge between
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including a variety of cultures. BSEC highly values its relations with other international and regional organizations.
Here also we have the first result-oriented projects under way, such as the BSECUNDP joint project "Black Sea Trade and lnvestment Promotion Programme". The
end result of this programme will be to increase intra-BSEC trade and investments
in our region. This project, with the financial contribution of Greece, Turkey, BSEC
and UNDP, was signed in lstanbul on 1 December 2006. A similar project has

started with OECD.
Our relations with other international organizations are very important also in the
context of implementing the BSEC projects that will have a direct positive impact
on our people. The EU, UN and its agencies are our main partners. Here again
PERMIS has and will have an important coordination role.

Working towards a better future
We have achieved a lot in the 15 years of our existence. The lstanbul Summit of
June 25'n 2OO7 in its Declaration welcomed the adoption of the reform measures
that were initiated in Bucharest and finalized in Belgrade. This reform package will
increase the effectiveness and overall performance of our Organization. Within this
reform process, the Secretariat has acquired increased competences in monitoring the implementation of the Resolutions and Decisions adopted by the BSEC
Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs. Also our coordinating activities with the
BSEC Related Bodies have increased. PERMIS is being transformed more and
more into a pivotal point of our Organization: managing, coordinating and monitoring.

The Member States, acknowledging the Increased responsibilities of the

Secretariat, have agreed to undertake the firsi steps that would enable us to work
better. With the increase of our staff that was decided by the Council of Ministers
of Foreign Affairs in Belgrade on 19 April 2007, PERMIS will be able to continue
coping in an effective way with its new responsibilities. And we will continue working efficiently and effectively until the Organization is ready for a new reform, a
reform that will be substantial, a reform that will change the Charter.
Within such a reform, it would be ideal that the Secretariat became a Secretariat
of the whole BSEC system and thus increase the accountability, efficiency and
coordination of the entire Organization for the benefit of the people that it represents.
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15 Years PERMIS

- A Historical

Review

on 25 June 1992, the Heads of State and Government
of eleven countries:Albania,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Burgaria, Georgia, Greece, Mordova,
Romania, Russia,
Turkey and lJkraine signed in tstanbulthe Summit
Declaration and the Bosphorus
statement giving birth to the Btack sea Economic cooperation.
It came into existence as a unique and promising modelof
multilateral potitical and
economic initiative with an aim to foster interaction and
harmony among the
Member states, as weil as to ensure peace, stabirity and prosperity
by encourag_
ing friendly and good-neighbourty rerations in the Btack
s'ea region.

From 1992 until 1994, the secretarial work of the Black
Sea Economic Cooperation
(BSEC) was carried out by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of rurkey. The permanent
lnternationat secretariat (pERMts) was established in
lstanbut in March
1994.

PERMIS started then operating with only twelve personnel
in lg94: four directorial
positions and seven support staff. The directoriat
staff consisted of one Director,
one Alternate Director, who was assigned the temporary
duty to set up the office
and recruit the support staff, and two Deputy Directors.
in" ,ipport staff was com_
posed of one Accountant, one Archivist, three Secretaries,
one Driver and one
Office Cleaner.

The Secretariat was r/7en/OCaredわ

Bθ frirra,,ノ ρ r/7θ ′
′
cわ ′
ry

of the Dolmabahge

Pa/ace, sん a″ ng a ry70̲srOrey /加 ″caノ わυilding
Ⅳith めθ Secretariat
Pa〃 ′
ameη ねγ4ssemb/J/ο ′
3sEc rИ 3sEC).

of

the

わ Dθ Oemberア 99a tte secreFa″ ar mο yed rO tt
ουrrenォ ρκρ7た θs ri9/stinye a//oca―
red rO″ by r/7θ ァレrkis/7 GOソ θr/7mθ /717/7θ
Strucrure οfめ θ PERMIS cゎ anged aル ηοsr

9用 υrraη θο ry所 約 ぉ κ rO ゎ η
.

Dυ ″ngめ θ″ Ⅳ′
ηr/7 νθθι
′
ηgゎ θ層 ゎ /sranbtJ/ゎ ス ″ ブ
99乙 めθ 3SEC Mヽnた rers ο′
ρ
Fore/gρ ス″b″s aρ ρrOyed F/7θ reCO″ 7′ ηθρ
dar′ Oη οfめ e sθ ηわrO‖icia/s Meer′
ng Ⅳith
reganグ ro rわ e reο rgar7/Zar′ ορ οfr/7θ ηθ″
titles as FO〃 οⅣsf

Secretary General, First Deputy Secretary General

∫

and three Deputy Secretaries Generat;
PrOress′ 。ηaノ Sra〃

f

Project Coordinator as Assistant
General;

to the Secretary
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Driver/Messenger.
The introduction of a new post of Legal Advisor was decided exactly one year later,
at the Eleventh Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs held in Yerevan in April
1998, increasing the number of personnelworking at PERMIS to 19.
The ratification of its Charter on 1 May 1999, transforming the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation into a full-fledged Organization with a distinct legal identity on the
international scene, increased the responsibilities and thus the work load of the

Secretariat.

The Second Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs held in Chisinau on 27 April
2000 restructured the PERMIS as follows: Secretary General, First Deputy
Secretary General and Deputy Secretary General, four Executive Managers, one
Proiect Coordinator-Assistant to the Secretary General and one Legal Advisor. lt
also adopted the job descriptions and terms of office of the PERMIS staff in which
the functions of PERMIS are mentioned.
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